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. · .... ···. · .. ···· ....... · ... · ...... ·.. . . . . ·. . . . · .. · . ·. . .·.· . . . ·· ..... · 
. This thesis presents two new adaptive control laws that use the terminal sliding 
. . 
·. mode technique for the tracking problem of rigid robotic manipulators with non'- . 
Ii ncari ties. dynamic couplings and u nccrtai n parameters. 
· The first law provides a robust scheme which uses several properties of rigid robotic. 
. mall i pu lators and acla pti VC' ly adj m;ts SCVCI l uncertain. parameter bounds. The law. 
t'USUl'CS. finite time error converg<.•nce to the system origin and. is simple to imple-
. mcnt. The st.•cond 'mw 1.r<'al s the~ 1wrni pulator as a partially known system. The 
known clynami.::s an• used to hu i Id a nominal cont.ml law and the effects of unknown 
systt•m dynamics are compensat:t•d for by Us<' of a sliding mode compe11sator. The 
resulting cont.rol law is robust, m1ymptotically con vel'gent., has I:nite time conver-
gem:i• to the sliding modi' am! allows for bounded external disturbanl'.cs. Jt is easy 
to implement aud reqn ires 110 bou11cls 011 system parameters, adapt.i vdy adjust.ing 
only three hounds 011 system UIH"erta i ut.ies. 
Both laws ar<.• '-'xtended lo include n. !'eduction of chattering by use of the boundary 
layer technique. They are tested via application to a two-Ii nk robot simulated using 
Mat.Lah. 
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I certify that this thesis does not incm·porate, ,vitliout a.cknowledgm~nt~ ai1y material 
. . . 
previously submitted for a degree or diploma in a.ny institution of higher education.· 
. . 
· and that. to the best of my knowledge and belief, it does not contain any material . 
previously pnblishecl 01· written by another person except where clue reference is 
made in the text. 
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dct( A) ..£ the determinant of matrix X 
<llJ <l12 




X = cliag( :r.) 
Y(n) 
(see definition 011 page :J) 
..£ the E.11rlidea11 norm of .,· 
11,1'!1 = (t .1·j) 1 
J=I 
( JJote: /I ;1· 11 2 = /1'.r) 
6 the induced Euclidean 11orm of.\' 
(Spoug and Vi<lyasc1gar Hl87) 
E.. tlH' flrst order derivatives of :1·, X: 
tlic deri va ti vc of c;idi c•lement of' the vector or matrix 
~ the second order derivatives of ;i·, X 





0 0 ;r,, 
(all ele111cnt.s outside the diagonal ;:1-re zero) 
~ the ril.h order derivative of the variable y 
1 - Introduction 
1.2 Definitions 
The following terms are used in this thesis. 
A symmetric matrix is one whe1·e the matrix is equal to i_ts transpose: 
If A is a matrix t.hen ;1' is au eigenvector of ..-l 
ff J' =/- 0 and 3 ,\ E R : ..t/f = ,\;1~T 
( Damiauo and Little .1!)8S). 
Not-e: 
• Thr. scala.1' ,\ is c,tll(~d m1 eigenvalue or ,.l. 
3 
( 1.1) 
• If A is an n x ,, matrix. then there are cxact.ly ,r. dgcnvectors or A (they ma;· 
not all be dist.incl). 
• ,\ 111 ;,i.( A) is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix A! and ..\m,1:r.( :1) the maximum 
eigenvalue. 
• /l c,\ ( .·1 ) is clefi ned as the rea I part. of tht! eigen \'al ue ,\ of matrix A. 
• The eigenvalues of a. matrix A arc roots of the following equation: 
. det(A - ,\I)= 0 
.. ;,, ~ 
": . -t.-;::- _;.,..::_ ... ~-~- . . -=. 
·. -::,--::- r."':· -~···-.: . .-,.'··:·· _ _;_/_----.... · .... 
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A positive definite matrix is one where all its ei.~envalues are positivP. 
A reference model of a system 11rovicles a desired output response for the system 







q(I} .,_ __ 
Figure 1.1: Aun-link rigid robotic manipulatol', whel'e -u(I) is t.he control input 





Figure l .2: A r,.fenmct• model or a robot. manipulator, wlll.'n~ 1'(1) is the.• ref-
r.re1m• in pu L v<•r.t.or and q,.( t) is I.he vec-tor or rf!foi·euc,~ 8iguals for I h<' joints· 
angular signal vcct.or ,, t.o follow (1\.la.u, Papliuski, and Wu l!Ul4). 
Tracking is the b1sk of making a rigid robot.ic manipulator follow a rec1uil'ed tra-
jectory. given by a refel'euce model. 
Feedback is the cunent output of the system. fc,l back into the control of the 
syst.cm to allow that control to be adjust.ed for cul'l'ent errors. 
The set point regulation problem can be described as follows. Given an initial 
position and velocity of the manipulator, JJo and 1•0 , and a desired position and 
__________________________ , _____ _ 
1 • Jutrod11ctio11 
velocity, p,1 and -v;,, find a contml law such that p(t) ~ 71, and u(t) 4· 0 (Young. 
19i8). 
Perturbations or disturbances al'e a combination of input disturbances. friction, 
actuator dynamics aucl joint flexibility ( Ortega a.nd Spong HJSS). 
A Lyapunov function can be defined as follow!\: 
. Let 51 be an open region in R"' containing the origin. A function 1' is a Lya1>unov 
function on n if and only if: 
1. \/ ( :1· ) has n con tin u ans deri va.ti vc. 
2. 1·'(0) = 0. 
:I. \/(.,·) > lJ for .f: # 0. 
(Schilliug HJYO). 
A st.a tr. .1· e is m1 equilibrium state ( or eq uili hri 11111 point.) of' 1.he.~ sy!ih.•m if ouce the 
sys t.e m st ate x is e<J Uiil t.o .,. r·, it. re-ma i us ,•q un I 1 o .t\ for a II fu l.t ur I. i 111 P. 
Stability in the sense of Lya1mnov: The origiu is 1ih1.l,IP for a l'if!ikm ,.;; whosr. 
!'it.a.tc is ;,~(t ). if 'v'< > 0, 3<> > 0. such that. 11:r(f o)II < <> :::;, 11,r(/o}II < c. 'v'I ~ lo, 
Further. it can he com1idered to be asymplol:iral.ly stable if. in addition t.o the above, 
;di) -+ 0 as I -+ oo (Stonier ml). Diagrams illm,tl'ating sttibilit.y can be found in 
fig me l . :J. 
Lyapunov's Second Method: Let .rr ;::;;: 0 be an ec1uilibrhnn point of a system 
S associatt>d with a constant input r( l ). and let V be a Lyapunov function on the 
domain !l where n = ;1·: F(.r·) < /J for some f> > 0. Then ;r·~ is asymptotically stable 
witb domain of attraction U, if, along solutions of S: 
.. --.· ~ .. 
_._-._·_ . .-_ ·_, .. 





Figurl' t.:.J: S1-abilil.y in f.he !-ien~r. of Lyapunov (S1'011il'I' nd). 
L \'"(;l"( I)) ' 0 
2. \-"(.,~(t)) = u => .1·(1) = 0 
(Srhilliug 1990) 
a 
Robustness cau be defined as t.he a.bility of a controller to dea.l with changes ir, 
parameters ( Grimm, Becker, and Fnmk 1US8) ( sud1 as inert.ia, load mass. etc . .) and 
small perturbations ( Ortega and Spong 1988) wi thont the system becoming unstabie. 
Robust . controllers arc those that provide a 'good enough' control for the con-
t1·01lcd syst<~m with uncertainties in tbe system model (Abdalhh,·. Dawson, Dorato, · 
•: --~----~- _'._.,rL. ' .".".' ,.·, · .., • _-,·.-- '• -~~' . ·-. 
. . . . ·. 
,,, ·_·· - _·-<·::·_/~_\-~=- . .- ' ; ; __ .-._: .. =.·· - >/ ..... ~.----·_.._._._· . 
l - l11trod11ctioo ., 
and ,Jamishidi 1991}. 
Servo-mechanism theory is based on the internal model principle which stat:es 
that a contl'Oller must have information about the rest of its environment if it is 
going to be l'Obust. 
Globally convergent C"ontrollel's are those that achieve tracking fol' all requil'ed 
trajectories and for all different initial conditions (Ortega and Spong 1988). 
Adaptive contr0Jle1·s are those that attempt to adjust themselves dynamica1ly so 
as to continually improve the accmacy of the control and eventually attain zero error 
( A bcla.11 ah. Dawson, Dora.to, a.ml .Jami shi <li 1991 ) • 
A nominal system i!i ·one tlrnt only t.a.kes into account known parts of dic system. 
A nominal c01itroller is one designed i-.o contml a nominal i:iys1.em. 
1.3 The Robot Control Problen1 
1~he robot contml probleiu can be described as the task of designing a control law 
.. that will produce accurate trnddng. A thorough description of' conventional methods 
· of controller design fot· trackii1g can be found in Luh ( 1983)~ which det;ails fully, with 
examples, the major cl~sagn clements of traditional robotics control. The· •simplest' 
way of achieving this control for tracking is by using t.he inverse kinematic expres-. 
sions to calculate the joint-space trajectory from the tool-configuration trajectory. 
Tll(:! derivative or this can then be found which gives the velocity at which each joint 
. ·-.:.-:=.--·-
. ·- . 
• •• > • ·-
.... _ .._·:··,e<-> :~: -~-;>., i~·:.-:>:t1:::;-:/'.•?-\.c- -.,;;::.:.:?:.>-.C~L::1:}t\:/:tt/(>:./r\.,.c·:;:"}~' .. :::2/t\:::::2,?":,'.t:..:t.··· 
.. ;. .~ ... 
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nu~st be driven (Schilling 1990)~ One disadvantage of this method is that it must 
. . . 
be possible to control the speed of the joints, which is not aJways possible. Another 
problem is that it is a computationally intensive method and too time consuming 
fol' t>ra.cti ca.I use. 
A mol'l' useful a1>1>roach to contl"OI is to l'egulate the tol'que being applied to each 
joiut. This has its own clifficult;ies clue to the complex and non-Jiuc,,1· nature of. t,1e 
equat.ion of motion of the arm. which are affected by inm-tia, gravity. centrifugal and 
Coriolis forces. This can be ::;een in the standard expression of motion of a rigid 
l'Obctir 1mmipulator : 
u(t) = M(q)ii + f(q, ,j)q + g(q) ( 1.2) 
where q( t} E R 11 is the vector of joint angular posi Uo1is. n is IJ te number of joints in 
the manipulator, u.(f) E R11 is the input vectm· of joint torques, ·M(q) E R"x" is a 
synunetric positive-definite ii1ertia matrb ... J(q,q) E R" is the vector of combined 
centrifugal a.nd Coriolis tmques and g(q) E_ R11 is the vcctm of torques clue t,o 
gravit:y. A detailed description or the development of this expression can be found 
in Schilling· ( HJ90 ). 
To coniplica.te matters_ furti~er, these el~meuts ( JH, J and g) are influenced by ex-
-tern al ~list1irbances, th~ curi·eut ii1a.nipulator load, the interactions of joii1ts ~111011 · · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
· each other (which increase as the sJ:>eed of the manipulator increases (Bailey and 
Arapostathis 1987)). and the magnitude of static and dynamic frictional forces. • For . 
~ . . . 
. . . . . 
this rea.<ion most uses of robotic systems to date have been for well-defined repetitive 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . _· . . . . . . . . . 
tasks (such as welding) that clo not i"ec1uire high speed .. A thorough discussion of. 




. . . 
.. 
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Dawson, and Dorsey (1992). 
Eal'ly wol'k to deal with these 1>roblems 1"ec1uil'ed detailed models or the system as· 
,veil as know) edge or the ma.ni pulator load and \Vel'e costly to implcme~t. Latel" work 
relied on the elimination or inte1·actions and nonlinearities when the manipulator was 
desiguecl, howcvc1· this pl"oved to be both costly and limiting ( l\forga.n aucl Ozguner 
1985). Frennd ( 1982) solves the control prohlem by direct decoupling clesigu methods 
for particular classes of robots, howcwer this a.Isa relies on ha.viug a detail<•cl model 
of' the system. 
l\forc successful approaches ( for example loanuon a.ncl Tsakalis ( I ~JS(;). Singh ( 1U86) 
and Spong a.ncl Ortega. (lOUO)) use feedback ·loops and aclapti,•e mechanisms that 
adjust the .control law as the robot moves. Changes in parameters and exte1·1ial 
disturbances a.re passed back to the control law a.nd allow it; to change dymunically. 
Figme lA shows a block dia.gra.m of ,Ill adapl;ivc control medianism. 
One clisadvanta.ge of this kind of systr.m is that the tracking error cannot be gua.r-
anteecl to converge .to zero (l\'lan and Palaniswa.mi 1DfM), although the bouudedness 
(Singh ·19S6) and the st.a.hilit.y (Ioannou and Tsaka.Iis Hl86) of the system can he 
guaranteed. A second problem is· the time it takes for the adaption to taJm effect: 
there is a. period a.t the start of the rohot 's motion where the tra.cki ng lacks precision 
(Kosttge a.ncl llurnta Hl88). In la.tcl'-\\'01·k the term adaptive has come to·1rieau 
·.- coi1trollers that specifi.calJy estimate and ·update the values of controller parameters 
· (Orteg~ and Spong 1.!JSS), such as the bounds on the inertia ma.trix~ a.ncl tht.1 Coriolis, 
. . . . 
.. centrif1,1gal and gra.vita.tional forces. 
·. l'A~~·e r~ten_tlY muclr research J:ias.· go~1e · into the field of° vad able structui·e systems_· ·. 
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Figure l.•I: Block clia.gra.m of an ad11ptiv~ cont.rol mechanism. (Fl'om Shilling, 
19901 p. 290} 
( VSS). which do not require C'Xact, modeling, nor prior infomuition about the load 
(Morgan and Ozguner 1!)85 ). VSS H 1·c I.hose systems when• 1.l1e1·e is a di.sco11t.i11nity 
in die feedback control, which is all.creel iu nat.mc as the state mo\'(.'S across a hyper-
plane (or manifold} of discontinuity. Thus it can be corn;iclerecl ;u, being made up of 
several subsystems, each of which operat.e in their own separate secl.ions of !Hlbspa.ce 
( Darling and Ziriober 1986). An example of a VSS can be seen in figure 1.5, which 
shows the two substructures as well as the combined struct.ure. Au advantage oft.his 
kind of system is that., whilst each of the individual states may uot he m1ymptotkally 
st.able, IJ1c t·ombination can be ( Utkin 1977) and t.he combined or cqui-rmlenl system 
is different from either of its parts and is of a lowel' order of complexity (Darling 
a.ncl Zinobcr 1986). 
\Vhen the subsystems are designed so tha.t. a.U movement is directed toward the 
discontinuity manifold there develops a. slhling mode.. where the system crosses and 
. . . 
re-crossci:: this boundary, as it slides towards the origin. Figure 1.6 shows a VSS 
-in two dimensions a.ncl its path as it traverses the sliding mode. Thus the motion 
. __ · ·_- ., ·_:·. ~. ~ _.-_-... -,.-~ :._---.-. -_. _= ... ·.: _-_-__ 
·_.·· .. -. ·.--:;·.:· 
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figure 1.5: A varia.bl,~ st.rnct.111·e syst.mn. Figun•s (a) and (b) show 1.hr two 
impa rate systl'lns and figll l"C' ( c) show:, d1t• rombi nccl sysh•m ( l.l lkin 1977). 
11 
of a VSS t'illl IJt.• rousiclel'ed in two parts. a rrnching phasf' which J>l'ovidcs a mpid 
convergence.• to tlm swikhing hypcrplauC' ot' nmnifold rmd the sliding mode where 
a forn~ is applied t.o t.he syst.em if jt starts to clc\'iat.<~ from tl1e manifold, t.hereby 
,msmiug its t'C'turn to it ( Dailey aucl Ara post.r1this 19Si ). A t.ermi ual sliding mode 
ii!' one that forces convergence to ec1uilibrium in finit.c time (Vneka.t.arama.n aucl 
Gulati 1992). 
Once in the sliding 1110<fo, the system can be cou;iderecl to be• robust as it is not 
a.ff ecterl hy ex t.erna I di st u r ha n res. al tcralion s in the sys I.cm· parameters 01· i ndi vi du a I 
characteristics of parts of tbe system ( Morgan and Ozgune1· 1985) and to reach the 
sl icling mode 110 de-tailed model of the system is required by the designer ( Hasliimoto, 
• • I • • • ' ••• : • • •' • ~ ~-.: : • •. • • ;, • • • •. •" .~ • :.. • • .: .•t • • • •" .. • • •" -~•~ • • •" • • 
·' :.: . ,; ·.:. :~.::: ;,;:\: .. ::. :,, i;~J(/:;/;),0~~;:.;i:~:i/,.:·:;?~:;i{1,·;J.;=<,:i;~'.~:}~~i~{Ll~~~::::;I~:; .. /) ; ... :\: .. .-; ',)<,;' ,.,',.'/ :·:: ·: 
··~ . 
: ~ _-___ .. . 
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Figure 1.6: Sliding mode sulution to control, in two dinll'nsioni;; (Srhilling l090l. 
l\farnyama. and Harashi ma I !>Si). 
One view or the prnb]em has thus bero11w t.hal of d'-'signiug a variablP stl'tlrturc 
coutml law that puslws t.ht~ system i11to th<' sliding mode HS quickly as possible 
a.ud t.hen ensures that. it. stays there. Orm~ in t.lu.• sliding modl.' then• is a need lo 
redure the chattering across t.he switching hyperplauC' and to ensnrP that. trnckihg 
er 1·01·s con vcrgP t.o zero i JI a fi JI it,. t. i m,•. It is a I so a 1·,•q u il'l•m,•n t. th at a s Ii ding mode 
will result. 110 matt.er what the initial c·omlitions and that the syslt~m be i,t.ahle and 
unaffech!d !Jy disturbances during the movement 1.0 t.hc slidiug mod,~. 
Finally it is most useful if requil'cd 1uior knowledge or the sysh .. m, its parameter 
hounds and exp.cctl'cl external "disturbances. be kept to a minimum. This has in-
vol~ecl rlesigns t.hat combine the two met.hods of variable structure and adaptive 
syst.ems. 
A forther extension of robot control work looks at the system tJ1al iucludes external 
... -... 
• L I~ •• ": 
.. _. -~ .. 
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disturbances. -Thus the expression above becomes 
u = ,U(q)ij + f(q,q)q+ g(q) + d(t), (1.3) 
where d(t) E R" is the vector of bounded disturbances. 
This thesis 1>rovides two new control laws that arc based on expressions 1.2 and I.:J. 
Neit.her law attempts to deal with frictional forces as it has been shown in Leung, 
Zhou, and Su ( HJ9 I) that this can he successfully rnmpcnsatcd for. There is no 
exam inn tion of the probl<.•ms ,•11 cotm terecl when the robot is con st raiucd in so1~1c 
way. such as the 1·cqui rement that thr a rm remai11 011 .i pa rt.icn lar plm1e. recent 
n.•search that covers this ,m•a can be fnuucl i II Y,10. Chau. ,wd \ Vm1g ( HJ!l2 ). "Yim. 
Clum. and Wang ( 1H9-1a) a.ucl Yao, Chau, and \Vr111g ( 1 ~J!J:1 b ). 
I 































t.he mnnber of joints/links in the robot. 
tin~ <'ontrol input for the rigid robotic manipulator. 
the refer·t•nce in 1,ut. 
the vector of joint angula.1· positions. 
tilt" refe1·en<'l" \•ector of joint angular positioui;. 
t.he ine1·tia matrix. 
t.lu~ VPctor or Coriolis mad ((mt rifugal forf<":ol, 
the vedor of gra,•it.ational fm·cr.s. 
lht• position 01· t.nu·king r.1T01". g•~11Prnlly dr.rint•d as c(l) = tJ - l/r 
tht• sh1t.P \'Pflor of tlu.• rigid roliot.k 1rn111ipnlat.01· . 
t.lu• st a t.t.• \'( •r.hn· of t.11<' refon•m·( • 111 ode• I. 
t.lu-• stak errnr \'(•ctor, g,•11,•rally <IPlhwrl as r· = .1· - .r·r· 
the \'r··<· tor l'f'P n~srm t i ng t I u- s Ii ding 111 or I,• manifold • 
the ,·r.ctor of homulPrl rli~t11rha11n•s. 
the I'('~ l'f'SSOI' Tllii I. I' i X. 
Ta hll• I : St a nda rel 11 sag£• for ,·.ir in blPs, 
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Throughout t.his surv,•y I Im.VP t.riPd to lu• nmsistrHt in my 11~<-' or rnriahlr·~. t.rans-
htt:ing tlw work of the various pa1>c!l'S into llu~ shmdard usag<~ shown in Table 2. 
Tiu.• ma.ior work of this t.hesis uscR a rombination of t.,,·o methods of robot. ,:outrol, 
uamr.ly val"iahle strnctm·,~ rontrol and adaptiw control. For this rca~on this review 
conrent.ratcs on 1.hesP t.wo a.rcas. Sect.ion 2.1 rove?rs adaptive cont.ml techniques. 
2.2 rm'<'t's variable strnct.urP systems. and 2.:1 looks at. comUnations of the two. 
Se.-tion :L1 then looks bridly at other i\\'ailable methods and 2.,5 examines various 
methods of r<'ducing the chattering that is inherent within variable structure systems • 
• --· ••• .-::~": c' • ~-- .:-:._; .:.,_'.,__· • .:....~ - -: •• ·~ ••• ~ •• . =~- . : .:'.: 
. . · , .. -. 
. .. ---·· .. ___ ._=.".;:;.-.:..:,.•·.::. ___ ::._-:. .. ,: _ _._ · .. 
.. ·- - . 
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2.1 Adaptive Control 
Adaptive contl'ol applie:;; t.o a.ny system whel'e the cont1·ol signal is altered to take 
into account changing Condit.ions in the plant 1>arnmet.ers and disturbances in the 
,.•m•ironnwnt. Commonly th,~ last ·value· or the plant is used in combination with 
the last expected or l'cferencc value lo provide an aclclitfona.l control 1·.erm to dmt of 
l.l1t• c.·onl,rol law originally desiguecl l.o drh•e the phmt .. 
One of the early acb, pt.i ve l:<'rh II ic1ues for rig if I rnliot.ic· manipulators h1 that. of Dubow-
sky and Desl~rges ( l!J'iU), however t.hcir design is ,:omplex nml 1111:systemal,ic. re-
<1ui ring a di Hicull, st.a.hi lit.y nnalysii,. 
A b<'ltt.•1· design in Balest.ri no. ~.f aria. ant; Sda vicro ( 1 ~JS:3) ddinr.s a sh1 te vector for 
1·hc sysfr.•111 a.s 
.I'= [ ,/] 
. "/' q 
and a st.ate~ ref<!rencc model as follows 





is a f; ta.tr. vector for the refcren Ce model, r( l ) is l he ref eret ice vec I.or of joint . torques, 
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q,. is the vector of reference joint angular positions, .· 
(2 .. 7) 
and 
B,.:;;;:; [ O ] 
B,.. 
(2.8) 
where A,. 1 = diag( a,. 1i), A,.2 :;;;::; diag( a,.2i) and n,. 1 :;;;::; diag( b,. 1;) are constant n x n 
mc1triccs cltoseH such tlrnt. the reference model of expression 2.5 is stc1 ble. 
Defining the error as 
C :;;;:; :I' r - .r, (2.H) 
where ;r is the stat(' of the actual rigid rnbotic 11m11ipulator, defi11ed as in expres-
sion 2A. the iuput Io t:he mauipulalor is chosen i II Bal est rino d al. (I !JS:l) as 
11 :;;;::; (I>( u, ;r, i ):r - l.::1: + 1}.I ( v, r, t) tl + l.:,.r. (2.10) 
where u is a linear compensator, <I> an<l \f, are matrices generated by the adaption 
mechanism and /,:. k,. are feedback and feedforward terms. This input. is shown to be 
stable if the adaption mechanisms are designed appropriately, however the control 
law d1irnot. guarantee the convergence of the tracking error to zero .. 
A further advance in adaptive methods is made in Craig, Hsu, and Sastry ( 1986). 
. ·:··. ·.· 
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The ap1>roach of Craig et al. (1986) does not require the detailed information of the 
rigid robotic manipulato1· of previous methods, but instead rnquires knowledge only 
of the bounds on the system parameters. However, it also requires the measurement 
of the joint acceleration which ii; not always possible and the inversion of the estimate 
of the inel'tia matl'ix which is romputat.ionally expensive (Spong and Ortega 1990). 
Another problem is that the syst.em responds poorly when a load is picked up, 
leading to a large immediate de\'iation in the estimated parameters. 
Ihm, Dodson, Sastry, and Paden ( HJSi) remo\'C' t.lwse problems hy Altering the 
roll trol input using a p mper tra nsfr•r fu II ct.ion such as L { ,Iii ) = ,. !11 am I n sing hounds 
on the inertia. matrix rallH.•1· than t.hr. matrix il.!R•lf. How<•ver t.hP rPsponsP of t.lw 
systC'm is too slow £01· high :spl·ed robot.i<· mo\•cmenl.. ~I iddlc~lou ancl Goodwin ( 1 !J88) 
also improve on the wm·k of Craig d u/,, using n. l«~asl.-sc1unn.•s <"st.inmtiou pmn•clure 
fol' t.l1e paramct.c1·s. They J>l'O\'C' t~lohal l'Oll\'<•rg,~11<0<' of tlu~ <•rror ,rnd houndc•cluess 
of t.he 1 or<1ue i 11 puts and their <lerh·aLi \'PS ( q. ,; ,Hid ii). how<.'V<.•r 1.lwr provide 110 
simula t.iou or cxp,•ri 111,•11t.1 I wmk 1 o 1,ark 11 p t IH.' propos<·d nmt ml law a 11d he11cP 110 
empirkal evid<-"lll'<' of 1.111• s1n~<·<I f1I. whid1 th<.' mm•t•rgpm·r lakc•s plan•, 
l II Singh ( 1 HSfi) a coulrol law is cfowloped t.1 ml. gm1ra11t l'C!-1 t.lw u lt.imaf.l' bo1 mdeclnest1 
of tlw '-'l'l'Ol' and ensures that the tracking ermr falls wit.hi n an a.rbi 1. ra1·ily small 
hound. As with Craig fl nl. t.hel'l• is only t.JH:o assumption of homulechwss of system 
param,~t,~rs. i.P. bounds on the po!-isihlP values of M. f mJCI !J of t.lw t."quation of 
motion given in <'xp1·ession 1.2. 
Amcst.cgui. Ort.ega. and Jba.rra ( H>Si) divide adaptive methods into two distinct 
types. Th<~ first. of t.hesC'~ ,:.dnptfor. comp11tcd forYJflC, uses the standard equation of 
.... · .·.·· .. 
:!', •• : •• • •• : • •• :: ••• •• ...... . :·:. :_._ ..... : I 
.. · .. ··:· · .. '• ·.: 
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n1otion, but replaces the known parameters with estimates: 
u(t) = it(q)lj + j(q, ti}ti + o(q), (2~11) . 
whe1·e 
(2.12) . 
and Ji,. and Ii,, al'e n x n matrices designed t.o ensure that. the estimates of the 
parameters are cc11rnl to t.he pn.ramete1·s t.hf'msr.lves under ideal couclit;ious. 
The s1~rond method. c·allecl an mfo71/for cr1m1,en.~alor. us<>s an available model. des-
ignated with the subscript O. 1,Jns a compensating signal designed to deal with 
inaccuracies iu the model and extemal dist.urhanrcs. Thi~ gives the expression 
u{ I) = Mo( tJ )q + .fu( q. q )ti+ !Ju(</) + "', ( 2.1 :J) 
where u, is the compensator. 
Amcstegui ct "'· ( HJS;) go on to show, via simulations. that neither of these two 
modPls give significant improvements over standard compuf".ccl t.on1ue methods when 
applied to tracking. 
Auot.hf.'r attem1>t is made to n•mm•e t.he needs of acceleration measurement am] mat-
rix jn\·en,ion in 8adegh and Horowitz (1987). however the controller clcsign presented 
in this pa.per is computationally expensive and therefore difficult to implement in 
i·eal situations. It also does not guarantee uniform asymptotic stability. 
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A summary and comparison of the results of Craig et al. (1986}, Middleton and 
Goodwin (1988), Amestcgui et al. (1987} and Sadegb and Horowitz (1987) (amongst 
others} can be found in 0l'tega and Spong (1988). 
Miyasato and Oshima (1989) produce excellent results for tracking using a cont1·0) 
Jaw defined as 
(2.14) 
where.,~ is the state vect.or cir.fined in expt"ession 2.4. 1· is the reference vector of joint 
l. R" IC n l • R" IC" I /, RII . . . r . f to1·c1ues. 1\1 E • 1\2 E mu •3 E a.re t.nuc-mvarrnnt unctions o 
I "IC" 0 R",cn l 0 R11 I I • J I • J .r. am 01 E R , - 2 E nm - :! E nre npc a.t.e< wit. 1 m apt.1ve aws 
in seven variables. The paper p1·ovc•s that. the c.ontml system is uniformly hounded 
and that the error converges to a. region around zem that t·an he mr1de arbitrr11·ily 
small. Tiu• major di"Sadvauh1gQ• of tlu.! sysl'.cm is the r~ompntational t!Xpense if used 
for rea 1-t i me fast. movi ug rigid rohot k manipulators. 
2.2 Variable Structure Control 
The first. important survey in English on variable stl'ucture systems is that of Utkiu 
( Wii). in which he desrribes the concept of variable contrnl in a general form. not 
applying it to rigid robotic manipulators. Prior to this most work wa& published by 
Hussia11s iu their own language. 
The application of VSS to robotics is examined in Young ( 1978). This paper applies 
,.:,.·,_":· .. _:_··,,.,_· __ :._,•·_-.a_.-:. ·,.-,··_.. .'. :.:_.=.-·~-- v-_ 
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VSS control theory to the set point regulation problem. Whilst it does remove the·.· 
. . •. . 
prnblerns of interactions between joints, the method used involves a very complex .· 
analysis of stability. However, a significant result of this paper is the proof that· a . 
sliding mode exists if 
SjSj < 0 (2.15) 
where Si is the switching manifold vector for the itlt joinl .. 
In Slot.ine and Sas try (1 !J8:J) ( and cxteuded in Slotine ( 1984)) VSS theory is applied • 
to the problem of robot tracking aloi1g ,vitl1 the idea of a sliding surface that varies 
wit.:-i time. A single input. nth-order time-varying linear control sy8tem is considered, 
ancl defined by 
(2.16) 
where :r is defined as a state variable for the input: 
. T 
:l'(t) = [ :ri(/.) :h(l) :'i:1(-t) . · • · ;r1 111l(t) ] · (2.li). 
IJ sing ft. .s i mi Jar de fin i ti on for the state reference mode! :r,. ( t ) , the error is defi n eel as 
e(t) = ."di) - :zAt). (2.18) 
.. ·. 
. . ' .. 
. . •. . : .. -~ •. . . . ... ; . . . .- . . .- . .- . . ·. . 
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..... · ........ :.· .. ·.··:.: 
"f.ina.lly Sloti~1e and S~st~y" (i9S3) define. th~ slidi~g (s\vit~bing} s~u:fa.ce·~---/.: .. .:-"·.:.--.·· .· ..... 
. .. . . ·. : . . . 
.. 
. . 
s{:t:, t) = ce..:.... 0~ · . · · . ... · (2~19) ·. 
. The control law developed to ensure that the trajectory slides a.long the sliding.· 
surface descrlbed above is 
u = pr(x):i.~ + z:·n - 11.~i(x, t}:i\+1 - kii~gn(s}; (2.20) 
. i=l 
where /~; are suitably selected gain -vectors. As can be seen, it; is only a general 
expression for the cont~·ol la.w and t~ formulate au acl;ual control law it_is ·nec~ssary 
to have detailed information a.bout the actual robot aud the path it is to follow. A. 
major clisaclva.ntage to the conl.rol laws prop·osed in Slotine and Sastry ( 1983) and · 
Slotine (1984) is that they 1·cquirc 1'.he calc11Jation of t;he inverse of the inertia ma.trix; · 
.. . . 
. ·. · making the law. unrealist_ic for real-time robot con1;rol. 
A full discussion of the choice of vector c (or nmti-ix C) can be found in Dorlfog a11d 
. Zinober (1986). Ot.her research building on the coi1cepts described in Slotine aJid 
. . . . . 
. . . 
SHstry and Slotine can be -foun<l in ·Hashimoto, M.a.mya.1m1.! aJ1d 1-larashima (1987),· 
· Bailey and Ai·apostath.is ( 1987) a~ICI Kosuge and Fumta ( 19_88 l amongst others;. with 
. . : . 
increme1ital incl'ea.ses in the efficiency and accuracy of the t;racking. One difference 
bet\vee11 Kosnge and Furuta (.198.8)" and the otl~ers is _the· use o(task -.~i)ace.·rntber 
. . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . - . 
. . 
: ' ... . .' ·, . 
. ... 
. . . ·... ' .. ' . ·-~.; . . · ..: . . . . -· . ... . . . . . : . . . ·. . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . : . . .. : . . . . . . . 
. _Shoureshi.;Mori1ot,.ancl ttoesler._( 1990) split" the systein into a.-nomiiia1 ·syste111 tha.t .. 
. . . ., . ·.. . . ": . .. :.· .·. ·. ··.-.. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . 
. . . . ·. .· ... 
'·. . .... . ... 
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. . 
·.· . 
. . . . . 
.. · .. 
. . . ·ca~i · b~ linearized a11d. a_ n~n-lir~ear system. that :contai.ns the uncertaiutie~ a1{d. foi· 
. · which a·slicling mocle.conti;ol la\v. is._clevisecl. Thus the control law becomes· 
. · .. 
(2.21) 
where Ut is the noi11inal input a.nd "llo is the sliding triode C0lll))CJ1Sator. This.is a·very 
useful ,vay to consider the problem and a.Hows the b,~st use of ,vha.t prior knowieclge 
. . . . 
i~ a.vaila.ble for .the system, whilst still taking into accouiit the uncertainties ~f the 
system as a. .whole .. Unfortunately the actual control Jaw presented ·ii1 this paper is 
too specific to the robot usccl in the experiments (the GJ~-P50) to be of general use. 
A_ further problem is tha.t the botinds on the system parameters are required a!1cl 
a.re found via. experimentation which means that, they might not be absolute upper 
. . 
bounds. The problems of estimating these bounds are discussed. in cleta.il in Chi mm 
( 1990). 
Wijesoma and Richards ( 1990 ), as well as providing a uni(yh1g a.pproach for Slotine 
a.nd Li. (HJ87), Bailey and Araposta.this (HJS7) and Yeung and ·che11 (1988), also· 
splits the system into· two subsystems i·1nt similar inmrncr to Shoureshi e(td. (lO~JO); 
. . 
·_Furthermo!'e it extra.polntes the developed nominal pJus sliding mode system· i_nto · ·. 
1:asi.: space as did Kosuge and _Furuta ·(1988). Chern and Wu (HJU2) also base their · 
. . 
. . . 
. control la,v· on IJ1e method of splitting _the. system -into one of. nominal control plus . 
COlll.J)ensa.tor, J.>ul; this ~·esu)ts in a compficatecl" control Ja.W that requires ca.lrt~)a.tion 
of three separate sliding modes for <:'!a.ch joint of the rob.at. 
· . . S011g and· Gao ( 19n!) uses a variable strncture sYsten1 to deal wi qi the extra. Jirobl~m 
of exte1;nal disturbances, as described by expi·ession • L3. The resulting co~ti·ol Jaw, 
. . . . . . •. . . = 
... · as for Shoureshi ·. ct .•al., requires_ k1io\vJedge of the. boi1i1ds on. tlie sy~ten1, namE:ly the 
. ·.. . . . . : . : . - ·:. ··-: .. : : ,. ~·· .: . -; f:· .. -.: .: : .. -- :: ... :·. . ..... ·· ... :·:·--·:.· .• ~·.:. ·.•.·.· . · . •. · .. :: •. ' .. ·.· .. • · .. ·. -.~ ... .": ~ ,-- . . . .. ·:i-. . . . ., ., ·.· - . ·. :· ... -. ·• . . . . ~-. . ...• · . :. . : ... --. -. . ' ... -.. . , .. · .. · . 
. ·.:· :··=·:·. ::··.:.-· · ....... :·."~-; .. · .~: :··.· :· · .. · .• : ......• _ .. : .... -_.-.·· :·::, .· .··.·.- ·~-...• · .~. ·· .. · .. ·:-·._.-.: ·:·· ..... ·._·::.~·-·. ·. ·:: ··: · ... ·.·.·: 
.. . . · .. : · ... . 
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. · .... 
. . . 
. . · . '·: .·.·: . 
·. ·.·· 
• • • • • "• • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • ", I • ' • • •• ·.-~ • .-·:; "• •. :• • 
.: :: ·: . · .. : ·:uppe1~ ahd)owel' bo~tiicls. on th~·.·t1nie~·tain pal'ts ·of 1\1;·· .r,· .. g.an.d·d. ine~p~~s~iorri·3· ... 
. . . . . . ··. ; ; :Whil~t the co~trol ·1~~ .. i.~self· produces ·e~~eH~~t. i·~std~s, the ··~;e<1uire1~~1{~ i·oi k~~win~ ·... : ... 
. . . ··.·· .. ···.~·. : .. ·· tl~~~edght bou~ds. is r~.st·~.i~ti~~; The.;aper·.·ats~ clev~IojJs·~ crint~·oller.hase~l m1.,th~ ·. · ... ··. 
. . . . . . . . . . : . : .· ..... ·. 
J\1( CJ, p)ijr + .f ( q, .iJ, JJ)iJr +u( CJ, 7j)" = </>( lJ, q, Qr, iir )a(11), (2.22) 
where¢. is known as the regressor a:nd· is not dependent on u11k11own parai11e.ters of 
. . 
the rigid· robotic maui pula.tor( Slotine a.ncl · Li 1987). · This leads. to a simpler design 
than the previoits oue, however it requires the hounds on a, which may be even 
harder to calculate or estimate tha.11 th~se of· ili, l, ·u a.ncl r/ .. 
Stepa.11enko and Su ( 1992) redeHne this property of motion a.s 
_ilf(q, p)ij + .f(<j, ,j~p)rj .+ g(CJdJ) = <p(1·, .;., ,:)p. . (2.23) 
. . . 
. ·rhe control law they nse t;o solve this clescriptionof the problem is then give1ra.-,, 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . .· . . . 
{2.24( 
·Wh~re .~. is .. t;i1e SWikhing Vect~r; e the !;racking Cl'Wl', ·r/J is C'efined il.S 
. . . ... 
n . . 
. . ·f...: ·-:-.Pisgi1.(0L ·sj·<p~,(1·, f, i=)) .. 1., i"' ·m.",- ·: .. : :· ... 
. .· . .. . "i=l . ·. . . . 
· · .. · .. ·.···fl;. ,i.~e t·h~ syst;ern .b~m1c~s·;·. l{d is.···~ po~iti~~: sy~~11~·~tri~ g~inina:trix: a.~.1d ..f(s",°~) is .a ·. ·. ·. · 
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...... ·· .. ·, 
of. tiie. tl'ajectol'y a_lone," most" of 'the. ~o~ptit~tionally" ~xpen~ive· calculatio~ .can .·be 
. .. . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . ... . . 
done off-Ii~~~- However; th~re is· 110· p·roof that the reaching time is ·finite. 01; °fast, ~r . · 
. . . . . . . . . : . . . . 
. . . 
·. to show _the actual effectiveness of the_ cont"r_ol law p1·oposecl. 
A much simpler control law is developed in Man and Palaniswami°{1902) in which 
they pl;ove asymptotic error convergenc~. Using the clescdption of the system from 
expressions 2.4 to 2.8 and combining this with a state error defined by 
•=[:], . (2.26) 






• (Man and J?ahiniswami 1992) · define the switching manifoldvector ~imilarly to Leung 
.. , . ·_,· . 
.. . ·· .. · ·-::·,· 
... .-·.: -·> _: ;.~---:: 
. -- __ -----,-·-:-·.:-.-:.:·.· . . . .. :· . .. 
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et a/ .. · (1991) in expression 2.i3 as 
s = Ce, . (2.30) 
(2.31) 
the cliffel'ence being that C1 ancl C2 are defined as diagonal matrices where 
Re.>i(-C; 1C:1) < 0. (2.!12) 
The following assumptions are then used: 
Assumption 2.1 1·, q,. mu/ q,. nrc 111casurab/c, 
· Assumptio11 2.4 llf{q, <i)<i + [}(q)II < b1 + _bJlqll + b:Jll<ill'l. 
,vhere ,ii: a:h b1, b2 and ba are positive numbers. 
. . .. . ... 
. :./· ... 
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The control Jaw is then described by 
cT, 
- q 1f1,u w llsll # o 
-u = (2.33) 
where 
0 lfsll =0 
W - IIC'2Ar1'1rll + IIC2Ar2tirll + IIC2Br11·II 
+"2IIC2IJ(b1 + b2ll'IU + b:1ll<ill 2J + IIC1 lie. 
(2.3.4) 
TLe simulation results provided in the paper show c•xcelleut tracking and error con~ 
vergenre, however the law require, relatively liigh control inputs to maintain the 
system iu the sliding mode. The «clY.intagc of this law over other laws is that only 
the Hve bounds of assmuptions 2.2 to 2A need to be found and uot. bot.Ii bounds on 
(~very system parameter. 
ivlnn and Palaniswami ( Hl9:J) propose a different variable st.rnct.urc• sclll'me, based 
on the variable structure a clap ti ve sd 1eme proposed i II Leung cl al. ( l 9tll ) ( sec 
page :17, Jn this paper they simpli(y the control law of Leung cl al. to 
(2.3'5) 
where 0; are variable structure controller gain matl'ices which, unlike Leung, Zhou. 
and Su, contain no adaptive terms. 
Another paper with work on shnilar lines to that of Man and Palaniswami (1992) 
is lfanmandlu and Pandian ( 1993), however this paper does not prove convergence 
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or robustness and fails to reference most of the more recent work on the tracking 
control problem. An improvement on the work of Man and Palauiswami (1992) is 
made in Man, Pnplinski. and Wu (1994) which reduces the required control inputs. 
Using the definition of error from !i.forgan and Ozguncr ( 1985), i.e. 
e = <J - q,., (2.36) 
this paper defines the sw it.d1i ng maui fol cl as 
... = Ci:. ( •J •J-) ........ , ~ 
where 
l 





[ l!1. fl. ] T l = ~r . .. e:? . (2.40) 
:, .-._r..- --:- --~ --- ; . 
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and 
JJ1 = (2m + 1), m. = 0, 1,2, ..• and 
/J;1 = (2m + l}, m = 1,2, ... 
(2.41) 
(2.41') 
Note that this is some\Vhat different from that desc1·ibcd in Man el c,I. ( 1994 ). 01' 
Zhihong l\lan l'equests this alteration as it is a better descl'iption of the criteria for 
/JI and pi. 
The it.Ii elenwut of ,o; in PXpression 2.:Ji ran be Wl'itten in the form 
thus the t.erminal sliding mod,~ rim be descl'ilwd by 
!:1. 
-''? ! 0 
~i=t·,;e.; +-:,= 't 
ft. is shown in this pa1>el' that the rdaxatiou tinw for t.lu~ system aim\'<~ is found with 
lt,-+U ,J-· -1 ., .::, ,i - c;; er 
' .,(D) .:-~ 
... , 
( •) ·1·)) 
-·,I. "111111 
which imt>lies tl1at t.he output tracking error will rouverge to the sliding mode in 
finite time. 
Using the same four assumptions as for Man and Palaniswami (1992) 
- . ·;,,· 
:"t-,---•'.-· 
.J. -· - .<.• ·, • .- .-•• -~---· ••• 
., : • .- .' _.. .,.• ••• ·..oe.._ •• - •• ·,__ ~ ·=··---:'"--·' ....... .l'•.'"'.:':" .If.--._.- . • .. ' 
~i_.;;=; ·_. 
---- -~~-~ ~- .::t-·::-·--=·---~----- .. -·_· 
•. -~. . . . . ,; .. -, ,·· . 
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and t is defined as in expression 2..-10. and hence 







This paper proves error couvcrgenc:-e as well as finite co11,·crgcnce 1o the sliding 
mode. however it does not i11cludc ext<!rnal disturbances and requires tlw hounds 
a 1. <12. b1. Liz and b3 to be I,: nown. 
In Ma11 mlll Palaniswr1mi ( Hlfl:I) a control met.hod is devised based on c1 similar 
1.actic lo Shoureshi d al. ( HJBOJ ~ dividing the sysl.<\111 into a 11omi11al part and an 
uuknowu pa rt .. The cq uatio11 or motion 11sed is deri vcd from that. or ex press ion 1. 2 
and definrd as 
u(l) = i\/( q)ij + Ii( q. q), (2.46). 
where /, ( q, q) E R" ~ 1 is t.he vector of combi nee\ Coriolis, ccnt;rirugal and gravita.-
tiona I torq ue:-i. 
- - ':·' :· ..... _.,.·, .\·. ·,.' -. ·'. .... _.:~·~:-~i;,· .·. -_ J: ·~ ••. · ... · ... ' 
-~).-.-/-· _· .· ··. ·--"· 
.. 
.... 
. . ,·:: _·.=·) 
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Tbe}'. th~1i co11side1· tbe·. robotic manipulator cl~scribed h~ expl'ession 2~46. t~. have· 
some kuowi1 and some u11kno,vn parts defining Ai and h. in a sh~ila1· manner to 
Kim, Lee, Park, and Youn (1993), as 
1W(q) ·= ~J\1(q) + Alo(q) (2.4i) 
and 
h(q, q) = ~/r.(q, q) + ho(q, q), (2.48} 
where M0(q) and h0(q, q) are the known _pa.rts and .a.M(q) all(I nh(q! q) are the 
unknown parts of the inertia matrix aud combined Coriolis, ccutrifugal aucl gravit-
ational forces. 
Using expressions 2.4i and 2.48 expression 2.46 is rcwrilten as 
-Mo(q)ii+ ho(q,<j) = u("l) + p(l), (2.49) 
where 
p(l) . -.a.M(q)ij- .6.h(q! iJ) + ,/(t). (2.50) 
It is· further stated that 
· (2.51) 
.. 
,:'.•·• -----.:··,.= ... • 
. . . . .--- .. · --~. -.-. - .. -. -, -· 
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Using the control law as in expression 2.21, tbe nominal system is then defined by 
u1 = Alo(q)ij + ho(q, cj). (_2.52) 
Defining the state error, c. as in cx1>ression 2. 72. the 1>apcr defines a linearized error 
system ns 
e. = At:+ 81.,. (2.53) 
where 
.-,=[: :]· (2.54) 
(2.55) 
and 
t.• = Mo(q)-1(u1 - ho(q,cj)) - ij, .. (2.56) 
The enor dynamics described in expression 2.5:l for the nominal system :l..52 are 
then considered to be sta.biliscd using the following nominal feedback control law 
2 • Literature Review 12 
( AbdalJah. Dawson, Dorat.a, and Jamisbidi 1991) 
_111 = ho{q, q)_ + 1\fo(q)(/( e + iir), (2.5i) 
where/,= [ -/ii -A.·2 ] (A"1 1 K2 E Rnx"), and matrix I( is designed such that 
(2.58) 
is an asymptotica.lly st.able- matrix:. U is fmther stated that t.he error dynamics can 
ht• written in the form 
(2.50} 
The slidiug hyperplaue used iu this pd.1w1· is t.Jtp same as fc>1· Mau aud Palauiswami 
( rnu2) mul ii!! defined iu (~ Xprt•ssions 2.:m t O 2.:1:t The f i na I coul.rol law fo1· the 
unkuown port.ion of t.hc S)'skm is given by th,• variahlP structure system 
"• = { 
(• TC2Mo(,Jl- 1 )1" 
Ila I C':1Mo(•1)-l) l II' ti' 
0 
where 
11.~ 11 i: o 
11,'ill = n 
(2.60) 
(2.61} 
This. paper proves error convergence. but suffers from the problem of all non-
adaptiv,~ systems iu that. the three parameter bounds bo, b1 and b2 must be known. 
A similar scheme is designed in Man and Palauiswami {1995). 
--_'.:J 
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. . 
· 2.3 · Co111bined Variable Structure and Adaptive Systems: · 
Oue of the first combined laws for _tl'acking is based on the work of Young (1978)" 
and is given in Morgan and Ozguner (1985). Morgan and Ozguner do not claim 
that they combine the two methodologies, however if one considers expression 2.65 
that they derive, this clearly fits the definition of adaptive laws as given on page 15. · 
The equation of motio11 is simplified by l\'lol'gan and Ozguner to 
lli = (mdl - ,h)iji + J; 1 , i , u, (2.62) 
where mi is the lumped ec1uivak•11t masK or the ith link. li it.s length • ./; its moment of 
inel'tia ahout the centre of gravity and /; is illl nur.ert.ainty paramctel' that includes 
the gravitational ton1m•s and all non-lh11~al' iut.t•rad.ious hr.twN·n t:he joint.s. Ddining 
t.he po:;ition error as 
E = q- <Jr, 
where q,. is the reference input. they give t.hP switching manifold variable as 
( -. . 
.~ = _-e + q. 
(2.63)" 
(2.6,1) 
Tbcr thl'n assume that the disturbance /i is measmable Hod use the previously 
Ha.tnf>led value to cak.ulate the next control input. Thus the input torque required 
t.o maintain tracking at sampling tinu~ k. is given by 
r,(k) = (m;lf)-.JdiMk) + .fi(k-1) 1, i, 1i. (2.65) 
. . . -~ ~- _.- _· ,· .. ;-, .- . . . 
. ·, a, . 
... - .,._ .: 
-· .... -., 
.... :_·· .:_ .. _ 
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. . . . 
This method of calculation suffers several major clisadvantages. Fil's.tly it is based . 
Oil the i\SSUlll)>tion that there Rl'C only small changes i_n the distul'bances from one 
s·ampliug moment to the next. Secondly it requires the control of the acceleration 
of the joints. ij.- Finally detailed knowledge or the system (the lumped ma.o;s and the 
joint lengths) is rec1uirecl. If these are unavailable or inaccurate then the uncertainty 
ractm· j' may rail to cope with the changes in disturbance. Mitra.1 Gupta, a.ncl 
l\foinuclclin (l9S9) refine the work of Morgan aucl Ozgune1· (IU85) by shortening the 
time taken to reach the sliding mode and reducing t]l(~ chattering once there, boweve1· 
the original problems are not dealt with. 
AI-Ahbass aucl Ozguncr ( 1H85) devise a combined system or Vitl'ia.ble st:mcture and 
aclapth•e control. This is based on the model following adaptive system of Balestriuo, 
Maria. and Sciavicco ( l.US:i) combined with the variable strnctul'e system of Young 
(lUiS). However. ii. works on 1,he problem i11 a dt•centralised ma.nuer. cmisidel'ing 
the ront:rol law as being made up of u. subsyslems. which do not: comniunkate with 
ea.ch other. The model for t.he st.ate \'al'iable is then gi\'en as 
" 
.i-; = ..l;.r; + B;u; + L .·\;J;t'.J 
1,, 
j::l 
1 'i' u, (2.66) 
wherP the summation 1.f.mn represents the interactions betwe("n t.hc subsysl;ems. The 
reforen('l' model of expression 2.5 then becomes 
1 ~ i. ~ n, (2.67) 
with .:-1,,,; E R'"'" and B.,.; E R" Finally the sliding man ifolcl is defined in a 
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e; = AmiCi + (A";;·- A;)x; + Bmi1'i - B;u; - L A;p:j 
/~i 
J=l 
· : :· :· ·sii· ·· ·."< 
.. ··: · ..... · ... 
.. . . 
. . . . . 
. . 
... ·· .. · 
· .... ; . 
:··. · .. 
. ·. ·.····.·· . 
:··. . ·.· :· ·. :· 
. . . 
. . ·(2.68) ·. · 
1 '; ~ n.. 
In this paper a proof of the stability and error convergence of the control Ja.\v 
(2.69) 
is presented. where /1!i:;, kp;, kri and 'Yi a.re appropriately designed feedba.ck.ga.ins. 
One disadvantage of this system is the mo1·e compJex calculations that are required, 
as each subsystem (joint.) requires a cliff erent calculation of the feed ha.ck gains. 
These gains. ( a.s given in AI-Abbass and Ozguner ( 1985)) arc themselves complicated 
to ca.lculate, hence the processiug load on a real-time sy5tem would be inappropriate 
for fast. accurate robot trncking. 
An inferesting variation of the use or combined adaptive and variable stmcture 
· methods is given in Slotine and Li ( 1987) and further developed in Kelly and Ortega 
(1988). ln these papers. a. sliding mode is used t.o ensure accurate position tracking 
and an adaption method used to give accuracy or velocity of the joints compared to 
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· ·· .. · .·1~iiese11t~cl in· Hsu anc:t"Cos.ta .. (1989), in ,vhid(they prove finite conve·1·gerice t~· tJ1e 
. . '.. . ·... .· . . .... 
. · sl.iding mode. Narenclra.ancl Boskovic (1990) g)ve ~ u~eful smnmary of"the ciifference 
. . 
. between direct, indirect .and variable str~tcture :_adaptive systems, a~1cl: combination~ 
of these, 
. . . 
i\n important imp1·ovenient on the WOl'k in previous papers is fonnd:in .. Leung, Zhou, 
a~icl Su ( 1991 ). Using the state variable .a: as defined in expression 2.4," they rewrite 
expression 1.2 as 
f _ [ q] [ q · .... ] + [ O ] A/(qJ-1-ii(t) 
ij 1U(q)-1(-.f(q, ,j)q- g(q))" . I . . .. 
= .·I:,· + Bu. 
Defining the state referen~e model as in expressi.011· 2.4 and the error a~ 
. . . . 
. : . . 
e = q- qr, ·. 
the· paper then defines st~.tt, error as . 
·,_--.,;;··-=;· 
. - .... , .- ·-:·.-_. ·-. ., ..... ·-··-.=. 
e= [ :J· 
. . . . ,-.". ,,::·-~ -. :·::·.· ~· ~--
. - . -... : .. :_ ', - .- ·-~ ·~- -~:.: 
. -· . . . -~ - ~. ~-~~ .. · .-·. 
• =-
··· 
·- -.. . . ·; _j;.~-:~~--- ~ -
(2.iO) 
(2.il) 
( ? "'•)) ... , _
::· ·,_··. :·r.' (! 
··. 
··. 
.. · ..... . 
.·; :·'·.·. 
··. :·.· 
. . .... , 
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- Note that -this is the same as the state error given in expression 2.18, expressed i~ ·a - -
• slig
0
htly different manner. The ~liding surface is the~ defined by asimilarexpression -
- to 2.19, but-with-G' defined as-a matrix.- Thus the sliding modevariablenow·becomes _· 
.s =Ge= 0, (2.73) 
where 
(2.74) 
I- C' C' R"~" w iere ., 1 , ·2 E . 
Subs ti tu ting expression 2. 72 into expression 2. 73 results in 
· c··- 1c e=- ·2 -·1€, (2.75) 
This implies that. the the transient response of the tracking error depend:;; solely on 
I.he eigenvector strnct.ure of G'1G'2. 
Leung el al. (I 991) then define the control law in a similar nrnnncr to expression 2.14, · 
but include an error term 
(2.7G) 
_ where the variable structure systems 8i involve five parameters that are adaptively 
: - . . . . . . . . .· .. 
updated. -However a major drawback of the proposed law is that the system will fail 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
_ upon some conditions, with the adaptive values tending to infinity as time.tends to 
infinity (Man and Palaniswami 1993) . 
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In nmch the same manner as Leung el a/., Fu (rn92)expects the bounds of the 
system parameters to be known and usesthea~Japtive method.only to estimatet';VO · 
con1pensation terms of the controllaw itself, which is an improvement over.the five · 
estimations required in Leung et al .. 
Stepanenko and Su (1992) also use an adaptive method to update parameters. Us-
ing the variable structure control law (described on page 23) in expression 2.24 the 
method is extended to the adaptive form by the use of an adaptive formula for the 
bounds /3; of expression 2.25. However, the basic method used for the control suf-
fors from several problems, as detailed in tlie discussion on its variable strud.me on 
page 24. Another hybrid control law is given in Qu, Dawson, and Dorsey ( Hl92), 
however the experimental results show that the tracking error is relatively slow to 
converge to zero. Park, .Jiang. Hesketh. and Clements ( Hl!M) aJ:.;o detai I a combined 
adaptive and sliding mode control law. but do not prow~ asymptotic Prror convl'r-
gence nor convergence to the sliding mode. An extension of this work into task 
space can be found in .Jiang, Park, Clements, and Hesketh ( HJ!J4). 
ln Su and Leung ( HJD:J) t.bcy derive I.heir combined adaptive and variable method 
from the property of motion defined in expression 2.22 on page 2a. This regressor 
based method sch, the c:ont.rol law as 
(•) ...... ) 
~• I I 
. where h·,1 is a positive definite design matrix, the switching manifold s is that de-
... :• ··.: - .. ,.·.-· ... - . . ·.·· ·.· '·.··.·.: . . ... · ..... :. ·.' .. · 
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scribed .in ex·p .. ~ssions. 2. 73 a~d 2_. 7_4, with C:a = I, and .1/J is defined a:s·· · 
. . n . 
tJ.,i = -,j;sgn( {) L Sjtp;;( CJ, q, cir·, iir}, 1 ~ i , m, (2.78}. 
j=I 
The,;; al'e estimates that al'e then adaptively up.dated as the rnbot moves. Tbis law 
gives a.,ymptotic el'rnl' convergence. The papel' also pl'oves the convergence wben 
uncertainties arc included (as per eXJ>l'Cssion 1.3). The main problem with the law 
is that the numbe1· of Hdaptions necessary is dependent on the numbel' of links in· 
the rigid robotic manipulator, hence the complexity i11creases with the t·omplexity 
of the robot. llowevm·,, the method of adapt.ion and the method of proving that the 
adaption gives error convergence are usdul tools and are emulated in Chaptel'S 3 
and 4. An extension oft.his work cau be found in Su and Stepa11e11ko ( 1003). In this 
paper the reseHrch is based ent.il'ely on t.hr. i11dusion of disturbances and develops 
t.he control law wit.h adaptive estimaks for -~, r1s well as three control gain vectors, 
however the problem common to all regressor based methods, that of computa.t.iona.l 
intensity, still remains. 
2.4 Other Methods 
There havC' been several other quit,1 different approaches to designing control laws. 
Desa ancl Roth ( 198,5) use servo-mechanism theory combined with the standard 
method of splitting up the i.ystem into nominal and unknown parts. The disadvant.-
ages of the method they develop are several fold. Firstly it. is a method, not an 
actual control law. and hence needs to be carried further for every rigid robotic ma-
- ... - ..... 
..... 
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nipulatol' for which it is to be implemented. Secondly it only t>rovides fast, accurate 
tracking where the task is clearly defined and preferably repetitive, this is because 
it .is only fast if the kinematic and dynamic calculations can be done off-line. 
Spong and VMyasagar ( 198i) devise a method that uses stable factol'ization in the 
design of a lineal' compensator that is to deal with the inaccuracies iu the model 
used to design the contl'ol Jaw. 
Abdallah. Dawson. Dorato. and .Iamishidi ( Hl91) J>roviclc an excellent. summary of 
the four most common methods in us,~ for i,;olving the robot tracking problem in a 
robust manner. The linear-multiva.riahlc approach, passivity bast•d approaches, vari-
able structure approach and robust, adaptive approach are clr~srrihe<I a1·e described 
with simplicity and rlarity. 
· 2.5 Chattering 
One of the biggt!St. problems with VSS methods is tlu• discontinuity at. tlu"' sliding 
manifold formed hy s, tlw sliding modt• vector. Physical control de\'il'C's have prop-
crt.iC's ( snrh a.s switchi rig ,!days) t.hat. int.era.ct with tlm chaugt• of mnt:rol strurture 
at the sliding manifold and cause t.h(• system to clmltr.r back and forth across this 
discontiuuit.y. The chattering is undesirable because it may cause umodelled high-
[rec1uency dynamics (Slotine and Sastry HJ83). 
One met.hod devised to deal with chattering is that of a variable sliding mode devised 
by Al-Ahbass and Ozguner (HJ85). This requires that the elements of the matrix 
:" · .. : ..... . . ...... . 
... 
.. . . ~: . 
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C, (in expression 2.68) be allowed.to vary in time. Whilst this is a go~_d method in 
principle, the complexities of calculation require too great an overhead in terms of . 
pl'ocessing fo1· l'ea.J.time appJication. 
Furuta (1990) is one of very few authors who tackle the chattering problem by 
approaching the system as discrete rathe1· than continuous from the start. The 
method they pt'esent ran eliminah~ the chattering hut does not give a vm·y fast 
1·csponse, which is essential when the rigid rnbotic mani1>nlator is moving at high 
speed. 
Shom·Pshi, .Momot, and Roesle1· ( 1990) dC"al with thl' problem hy c:onsiclel'ing the 
characteristics of the artual rnbot used for tht• cxpc1·iments. Jt is shown that the 
pat·tic:ular robot in nse ( a GE-P50) has enough friction at. 1.lw joints to a.rt as a 
low pass filter. thus reducing thl' drnttPl'ing. F11rt.hermorC' the DC mot.ors in use 
at ea.ch joint have ,_•1iough hamlwiclth to lu~ nm1ffcrt.Nl hy f-ht" rhaU.<~ring J>roblem. 
These t.wo chatter mitigating fadors an• daimed lo apply to mo:,;t. industrial robots, 
.howevrr t.his lll<~aus that. du• design is has,•d on a charndc•dstic of rigid robotic 
manipulators that. may not. always hold trne. 
However. the most po1>ula.r method for soh·iug ti.is problrm is via a bouuclary layer 
around the sliding surface, inside which the discontinuous function is a1>proximat:ed 
with a continuous one. This removes the chattering, but can no longer ensure 
convergenre of the tracking error to zero. only to an arbitrarily small boundary of 
t.ht> regiou near t.he sliding mode manifolcl. 
The ultimate bonudeclnt•ss of such a rontinuous system is proven guaranteed in 
Corless and Lcitmann (1H81) for any control 71 that conforms to the s1>ecification 
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provided by 
p(z, t) _ _ Uii(z,,,np( ;I'. t) 
,i(z,t) , 
p(.r, t) , p(x, t) 
if 11,,cx, t)II > & 
if IJµCx, t )II t;; &, 
42 
(2.79) 
where p(i·, t) is a bound on the system uncertainties and Jt is a. fuuction dependent 
on the pal'ticnlal' i;ystem involved. 
The coU('ept of a boundary layel' as applied to the coutml or rigid l'obotic manipu-
la tol's is clc>velopecl in 8 lot. i ne and Sas t 1·y ( 1 !J$J). i II th is pa per it i K s ta 1' eel ( w it.hout 
pmof) t.hat. any interpolation hc•t.ween 11m two edges oft.he boundary layer that is a 
continuous function will sutfk•• to remuw• th,~ rhath.•d11g. 
In Slotine ( HJ8lJ) the hmuuhuy layer met.hod is refim.•d to allow for thC" varying of 
1>aramet.l"L' uncertaiut.ics o\'f~I' t.imn. This is <:alll.'d .>ilttdhm r.nul.ml and adds com1>lex-
i ty fol' the sake of a sma 11 g;a in in arcurncy. Snn. Sn 11. and G 11 ( l mJ I ) use a honnclary 
la.yel' t:o solve the clm.ttf'ring pmhlc~m for a system tha1. is cousidcred discrete from 
the st.art in much t.lu• !:icHUl' way a.s r.loPs Fumta ( Hl!JO). 
Glatzl. ~lurphy~ Wen~ mnl I,opan•k ( Hm:J) prodiu·e eXp<'rimcmt.al c.•viclPnr.c~ t.hat. sug-
gests that the houmlary layer is a poor way to reduce rhat.Ll•ring. however as 1.he 
('Oil t rol law I uwd is that of Young ( l !>78) which has been m uc I I in Ip row~cl 11 po n. t.l 1cre 
is douht as to the validity of the results . 
. Most control laws arc fractional and it seems that the easiest way to create the 
houndary layer is lo substitute for some part of the denominator the size of the 
boundary layer itself. For example. in Man and Palaniswami (1992) the non-
~ r. ·.- . --~•'II-··.--~' . 
... -... -.:,..,.- ... ..;:_,, ....... 
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boundary la.yercontrol law is 
T · .. 
- a~ll~jl w llsll # 0 
u= (2.80) 
0 Jlsll = 0 
and thus t.he boundary layer law is defined as 
II= ( 2.81) 
llslf < J 
Other papers that. use a similcir tc_,chuiquc_, to product1 the boundary layer are ?\fan 
aud Pa la niswami ( 199:l). Man .ind Pal aniswam i (l ~J9,!) aud Ma 11 and Pal an iswami 
( Ul95 ). The work in Cha ptcrs :i a ud ii uses the boundary layer 1.o rc111ove the 
problems of chattering across 1.he swi t:chi ng manifold. ,ilt.cri ng t.he con J;rol ]aw in a 
similar 111a n ncr to I.hat above. 
· ... · ..... · . 
. ,.... __ ::.--_:_ ··\ .. _-.) ......... '..··.·.-: 
..•. 1• ."'-·-':.:.: 
j 
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. . . . 
· 3 A11 Adaptive Vari.able-Structure_ Control L_aw 
3.1 b1troductio11 
This cha.pter intl'oduces a new contl'ol law which does not rec1uh·e the prior know-
ledge of tJie bounds on system unrcrta.int.ies. lnst:ead it uses an adaptive method 
to estimate these bounds at mn time. '"fhe cont.rollr.r ensmcs both asymptotic errnr 
convergence and robustness. The sliding mode manifold is that. prnposecl by Mil;u, 
Pa.plinski, nnd \Vn (HUM) and desnibecl on page 27 with exprl·ssions 2.:m to 2.42. 
the st.ate description usecl is from Ba.lest.rino, Maria. and Sciavkro ( lUS:.1) aml giveu 
in expressions 2.4 to 2.8 on pc1gc 15 ,1lo11g with its extension by l\·hm and Palan-
iswami ( HJ92) gi V<.'11 011 page 24 iu expressions 2.27 t.o 2.:J2. The sh1 tf.• error is that. 
defined by Leung. Zhou. mid Sn ( 1901 ). in expressions 1. 71 t.o ~. 72 011 page :m. 
To design this conl;rol la.w. it; is nec<'ss,u-y lo make sonw assumptions abonl roboti<: 
manipulators and 1·.he bo1111ds to t.he pm·ametric u11certni11ties. Thes(' are ba.r.;ed on 




The a.s:,;umptions above. m·e wideb• used in the Ii t.eraturc on the control of rigid rn- · 
... _.\~--- ·.-.-;~. ·. · ... _.-_ .. 
.... ;, . --~- -.. ~ -~---- '.· -· . 
.·,/:,' 
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botic manipulators. Assumption 3.1 can be found in Gl'imm (1090) and 3.3 in Man, 
Paplinski, and \Vu ( 1994 ). Dr Zhihong l\fan has stated in a personal communica-
tion. that Assum1>tiou 3.2 can be proved for any rigid robotic manipulator but that 
the1·e is no generic t>roof for all systems due to the differences in tbe characteristks 
ht"tween rigid l'Ohotic manipulatol's, .A prnof for the two-link robot. simulated in 
sections :J.4 and -1.4 is givr.n iu Appendix A. 
In tll<' rest of t.his dmpkr. section :J.2 cir.scribes t.he new controller and section 3.3 
clescri bes the bou ucla ry I ayer cont l'ol la.w. SP<.' ti 011 :i .4 gives the data. and res u I ts for 
a simulat.ion t.hat applic•s the 1.wo r.ontrollers to a two link rigid robotic manitnalator, 
using t.hc mathemat.ics prng1·,1m .Mat.Lab. Finally sect.io11 :1,.lj gi,•r.s so111P c·ondusions. 
3.2 Controller Design 
Tl 1<· a.s,m m pt iot 1s :J .I to :i ,:J nu isl' prohlC'tns in t I 1r. cl esigu of rohot. <'Ont. ml. As poiut.ecl 
out hy Grimm ( HJ!JO). I.hey must. lw C'valuat.ed for ,~v<'Q' diffen.•nt rohot. and too 
conser,•at.i,·e an ,~stimatt• of thP houmls !Pads f.o rohustness t.lmt. is too rcs1-rictivc. 
This s,~cliou develops a nu~t hod by which t.hr.s,• 1.1ppPr bounds can h<• estimated 
mlaptively a.s the .-igid mhotk mauipulat.or is in motion. 
Let. k;. 1 , i ~; be Lh.:• estimates of J.·i· l ~ i , i in Assumptions !I.I t.o ;J.:.J and let 
thcs,.• estimates })(' a.dapt.h'ely updated using the following laws: 
. 
k1 = ·111 lls 1111 - A,·1 'Ir - Ar2<i,· - B,. • .,. + Ci lll. ( !J.2) 
. .-,. 
... ,· .. -
__ · .. _,·:" ...... . 





kr,, = 1/alJsll, (:J.'6) 
. 
l~u = 17,illsllll<JII, (3.i) 
(3.8) 
where i and} an• given i11 <~xp1·cssio11s :!AO aucl 2A5 rc~spedively. and 11; for I , ; ~ i 
a1·e t1rbitl'al'y positive numbf'rs and ildOI' 1 ~ i ~ 7 have arhitra1·y iuit.ial values. 
Para.met.c•rs 'Ii for 1 , i , i in exprc&sious :J.2 t.o :i.8 are called adaptive con-· 
sta.nt.s. They arC' 1>mperly chosen t.o a.djm;t. the convergence rate of adaptive laws 
in expressions :J.2 to :J.8. Generally. t-lu~ huger the paramtcrs 1/i an\ the faster the 
c:onvcrgenre of the adaptivr. gainss. However in practical situations, t.he values or 
pa.ra.mt.•t~rs 'ii ca.11 not he very h,.rge because t.his may ca.us(~ high control gains which 
a re uncles i rahle. 
Using thest> adaptive laws it is possible to posP. the folio.wing theorem: 
.. 
.. ·.· ·:. .'·. - '.· ·.·. -:··.· · .. · 
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Theorem 3.1 Consider t/1e er1'0r dynamics of expression !J.!J1. If the er:ntrol inpul 






W - II - Ar1'1r - Ar;iqr - Br1"1' + C1€llk1 
+!1Jsll(k2 + l-:.111'111 + k.,IMII) +(ks+ l·nll,,11 + krlltill2) (:J.10) 
Ihm lltt o rrlpul t mcL·ing ,:,.,.or ,,r·r.for cmwt. ,yr. ... lo :cm iu u Jinilt- Ii mt:. 
Proof: Consirlcl' the Lyapunov function (Su nud Lmmg J mJ:J) 
• 
\ • 1 r, 1~ -•l~" 
_. =:;·~ 1-/(q),'!l+;;L-'li ,:i• 
- - i::::I 
( :J.11} 
Differentiating \/ with respcl't to time we get 
-~ •• • := -. 
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Silice sT Al(q)s is scalar it follows that it must be equal to its own transpose, thus 
jT Al(q)s - (sT Al(q)s{ 
- s1M(q)Ts 
- s1 J\/(q)s (Since M(q) is symmetric). 
Thus the de1·ivative of l' can be Wl'itten as 
(3.12_) 
In l\fan. Paplinski. and Wu ( HJ!M) it was noh'd thflt. exprnssiou 2.!J; could be written 
as 
( • c··, ( ~ ) ,~ = .·t·.+ -··J e-i. (:U3) 
Differentiating this with 1"espect t.o time \\"l' get 
. 
. s =Cc+ Cit - G\e. 
and substituting this iut.o expression a.ti for f: we ha\'e 
._-·, ··,- ·. 
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Substiti1ting for e from expression 2.27 
\i sT 1'1(q) [CA,.e + CBelt(q, q, u, r·) + Cii - C1eJ 
+!sTif(c1)s - t 1,;-•ki(, 
i=I 
49 
l,ooking at. the definitions fol' C and Be (expressions 2.38 and 2.28), it can be seen 
that. CB, = I. Thus wr. now ha Ye 
' . (t - ,,;iTJ\l(q) [C:l,.,; + h(q, q, u, 1·) + c,J - C'ii] + is'l'Jl'.J(q).s - L 1/;1 kikj. 
i=I 
Suhstit.uting for h from expression 2.29 
f· - ,.,,T i\f(q) [ Cilrc: + M(q)-1(11 - .f(</, q)tj - g(q)) 
( :J.14) 
lr . ti I fi 't' f (·· l I ( . ., 3"" • ., ... I •, -.,) · l'f 
.. smg : 1e c e Ill .Jons o , , .· r am e exprt'l:lsions -· u, -·, H nc -· 1 - , we can s1 mp I y 
t.hc f.erm C' A,., as follows: 
C,I,, = [ C, l ] [ .:, .-I~ ] [; ] 
- [ .4,, C, + .4,, l [;] (3.15) 
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and substituting this into expression 3.14 we have 
\.' = ST i\J(q) [ A,.,e + (C1 + Ar2)! + AJ(qr•(u - f(q,q)q- g(q)) 
1 • 
-A,.iq- A,.,q - B,.11• + Ci€ - Cit J + !sT Af(q)s - L 11;-1'kiki 
i=l 
1 • 
-Aral/ - Ara<i - Bral' + Cil - c.it] + }sT Ai(q)s - L 11;1k;i~i 
i=l 
' . 
-B,.1·r + C,f J + !s7'il/(,1),1; - L ,,; 1kJ,:; 
i=l 
. . 
·, :, I 1' ' ~ -I~ • 
-/J,.1r + C.1e] + 1·~ .\/(q).<1 - L 11; l.:J.:1, 
•=I 
Substituting for e from expression :!.:n; gives 
~ 
' . 
-JJ,..r + C1l J + &.~r.1/{q), .. - L 1f;1i.·J.·; 
- .•1l1H(q) [ - .-t,..q,. - fl,.2,i,· - B,.,·,· + C'tf + .\1(11)- 111 
7 
-1\/(q)-l(J(,,, ti),j + g(q))] + i·"''I' Ai(,,) ... - L ,,;• k;k; 
~ 
' . 
+sT/1 - sT(f(q,q)<i + g(q)) + ts1'_.\i(q)s - L ,,;•i.:J,:j, 
i=l 
&O 
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Stthfltituting for_.u from ·expression 3.9 (assumiiig 11~11 :/, 0) 
v - ·sT A[(q) (-Ar1qr - Ar2qr ·- Br11' + C1i) 
+sT(-tir·ui) - sT(/(lJttj)cj + g(q)) 
'j' 
. 
+!sTi\i(q).~ - L 1,;-1kJi 
i:I 
= ,ST i\f(lJ) {-A1·1l/r - ..lr2<ir - Bri"1' + Cii) 
-llsllw - ,,l(J(<J! q)q + g(q)) 
. 
. . 
+i.~-r i1cq,~ - L ,1;• l:Jj. 
i:I 
Sul>stit.uting for w from r.xpwssion 3.10 
(r = .~TM(tJ) (-..t,.1,,,. - :-lriei,· - 11,. 1 r + C1i) 
-llsllll - Ar1l/,· - .--l,.2,;,. - /J,,11' + C1illl·1 - !1Js!P1(A·.i + l•31JqlJ + k.111411) 
-11.!ill(l'.!j + l·ull<JII + k~ll,ill 2 ) - ·"T(J'(q,ci)<i + g(tJ)) 
. 
• 




R,.•al'l'allging this PXpression and split.ting L 11;1 l).:; into it.s cou1.pommt pal'tS \\'(1 
~I . 
ca11 wrik the• f.•xpressio11 for f· as thr<~P terms 
,> = [.,;T .M(cJ) (-Ar,l/r - A,.~<ir - /J,.1r + {.\J) 
-Jlsllll - .-l,.,t/r -Ar2q,. - Br11' + C1:fllk1 - l/11k1k1] 
+ [ V ,Ii ( q )s - !11•11'( k, + k3 i1•1II + i:, ll•ill) - t. •1i' k, k.] 
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+ [-sT(J(q, ,j)q+ g(q)} - ll•ll({'o + £.llqll + {'rll<ill') -:- t.'lj"1kit] 
: . 11 = Tl + T2 + T3. 
These illl'ee tel'ms will now be considered separately • 
. 
Subst.ituting for k1 from expression :J.2 into the first term, we have 
Tl = sTM(q} (-Ar1f/r - Ar2<ir - Br11' + C1€) 
-IJsll 11 - Ari l/r - A,.2qr - Br11' + C1 €II k1 - 1/1 1k11!1 
Tl = [ .. l· J/(q) (-11, .• ,,,. - rlr2'ir -- Br1·r + C,J) 
-ll-'-1111-- .-l,.1q,. - A,.2<i,· - Br1r + C,Jllk1 
-i.:1 llsllll - .rl,.1q,. - :l,-i'ir - B,.(I' + C'1€II, 
theu til.lbstitut.ing k1 = k1 - k1 and simplifying we get. 
to its own norm, 
Tl - .o1'l"M(q) (-Ar1'Jr -- A,.2<ir - JJ,.1'f' + C1€) 
-11,'IJIII - A,.1tJ,· - A,.2tir - B,.1r + C'1ill!~,. 
Tl ~ llsTM(q) (-A.-1l/r - A,.2Qr - 8,.,1' + C1i) II 
-llsllll - .-l.-1l/r - An<ir - B,..1· + C'illlk1 
52 
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Tl E:; JlsllllA/(q)IIJI (-Ar1q~ - Ar2<ir - Br1r + C1i) U 
-llsllll - Ar,Qr - .4r2Qr - Br11' + C1lllk1 . 
-·.: 
( (111\f(q)II - kt) (llslllJ (-AralJr - A,2<ir - Br11' + C1l) II) 
' 0 (From Assumption 3.1 ). 
. . . 
(:3.16) 
Considering the second tet'tn! and substituting fol' k2, k3 and k.1 (from ex1>res-
sions a.a. a.,J and 3,,lj J we get. 
•I 
T2 4..;7Ji(q)~ .. - tlJ81J2(i.:2 + (,11'111 + l·.111,il!) - L '1;1 i.:jt 
i=2 
. . . 
,/-1 i, i, ,,-1 ;, ,,·. ,,-1 i. ,,·. 
-· 2 h,2h2 - . 3 11,3 •·:J - .J "·I •-1 
- t·~TJl°f(q).~ - 1ll-"ll2!i.·2 + (i/lrill + i.·.11/<j)!) 
-11:; I i.:2{ t ,,.? 11.~ II 2) - 1/;J I i.::1( 1,,:111.,; 11 2 II 'Ill) 
-11~ 1l.1(}11.1ll,5H:.!ll<iJI) (Subs. for I.:;) 
- }.-.T1\i(q)~~ - }ll,~ll 2(k2 + /,:i/l<JII + /,.dlcill) (Subs. for i.:i) 
< t{(k2 + k:1ll'IJI + k-111,jll) - il°J(q))llsll2 
< O (From Assumption :J.2) .. 
(:J.17) 
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-sT(/(<J, q)q + g(<J)) - IJsll(ks + k6ll<1II + k711<ill 2) - z:,·,,;-1i.:l~i 
i=5 
-
-sT(J(c1, q)cj + g(,1)) - IJ·"ll(ks + k611,,II + k711<ill 2) 
' 
II - sT(J(q, tj)tj + g(q))II - IJsll(ks + k611'111 + l.:111411 2 ) (3.18} 
' 
II - .!lllll(f(</, q)tj + g(q))JI - JlslJ(ks + !·nll'III + k111411 2) 
' 
llsll (11(/(q, tj)q + g(q)}II - (ks+ !·olJqJI + k11i<ill 2)) 
< 0 ( Fmm Ass ump tiou :J. 3). 
Us iug cxprnssions :i.16-:J.18 we ha.ve 
(:J.19) 
Hsing Lyapunov's secoml met.hod (see page~ 5), cxpr<•ssiou :trn means that. t.hc 
switching plane \'aria.hie vectors couvergPs 1o zero in a. f"init.l· titm~ and on the t.<~rminal 
i;;liding mode (Vm•kc1t.ara.man and Guiati l!J~)2). rc•pr<$enf.c>d hy c.•xpn•i,;ision 2.:.J;, if 
the ermr dyumuirs satisfy expression 2.2 t.hen the output tracking ermr convergC"s 
1:o zero in finite time. 
It. is easy t.o see that, using the control law in C'Xpres~ion :u1. the control signal is 
bouuclccl in error space. At the point E1 = 0 and llsll =f:. O. the control input u = 0 
can rn.w;e die Prror e; t.o mm·,~ away from 0. however c1nother part of tlu• \'ariable 
structme control law will the11 drive the sliding variable vector s to the terminal 
sliding mode where ... = O. The desired error dynamics can then be ohatincd on the 
terminal sliding mode. 
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This result differs from those of previous research ( Slotine and Sastry 1983, Young 
19iB. Yeung and Chen 1988, Leung, Zhou, and Su 1991, Man and Palaniswami 
Ht93, Man and Palaniswami 1994 amongst otl1ers) in that the output tl'acking e1·ror 
is gua1·antcecl t.o be driven t.o tem1inal sliding mode iu a finite time and once in that 
mode. driven to tlw system origin in a finite time (Man, Paplinski. a.ncl Wu 1994). 
This is achieved wit.bout prior knowledge of the bounds on the system uncertainties 
as defined in Assumptions 3.1 to !J.:J, as required by Man, Papliuski, and \Vu (1DD4). 
3.3 Reduction of Chattering 
The cont1·ol law clescribc•cl in ,•xptession :1.0 has a discontinuity when 11,'ill = 0 which 
leads to chattering. This prnblem ran I)(' solved by using a boundary layer around 
the discontinuity. giving the following contrnl law 
-11:11"' IJ ... JJ ~ () 
u = (;J.20) 
-f w Jlsll < J 
. 
where J > 0 and w is as defined by expression ;J.HJ. However when using the control 
law of PXprC"ssion :J.20. the output tracking error can not conn•rge to z,.•ro. only to 
an arbitrarily small boundary region around zero. 
. -~ -... 
: . --~--_-.-;.._\_.. 
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'I 
0 
Figure :J.i: A two-link l'ip:;d robotic manipulator, where 'Ii is the position of 
l•ad1 joint. in rndiam1, mi is the mass or the joint., in kg. a.nd r; is the rn.dius 
or the joint in metn•s. 
3.4 Shnulation 
ISO 
The simulation is for a two link rigid robotic tmmipulator, as shown in figure :i.i and 
was performed using the mathematics software p<1clrnge l\latLab muning on an IBM 
R.S(i00D. It. involwcl rnlcuhlt i 11g t hP achw I posi t.iou of t:11<' simulated rohot, usmg 
i 11ven1c kinematics and l·om [Jari ng t.lta.t to the re qui red reference~ posit ion. 
Using llti for mass. r; for t.he joint. lr.11gth~ ,h for t.hc joint's moment of inertia. q; for 
the joint's angular position (i = 1,2) and G for the accelera.t.ion clue to gravity, the 
dynamic expressious for s11d1 i-l robot (as clescdbecl in expres!'.liou l.:!) an• as follows 
( Young l.ffi8) The inertia. matrix is 
M(q} = [ /111 1112 ] ' 
Jt21 Jt22 . 
,. -~ 
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whel'e .. 
µu - (·m,1 + m2)1·r + tntl'~ + 2·mti 0 1 'l'2 cos( <J2) + .J1, 
1'-12 = m2,·i + mtrrr2 cos(q2), 
Jt21 - /1·12! 
Jt22 = ·m21·~ +. .12, 
The vector of Coriolis a.nd centrifuga.J forces is 
where 
/1 - m2rr,·2 sin( <J2)qf + 2q1·, 
h. = -·m.,r,·1r2 sin(q2)q~.-
The vector _of gravita.tio1rnl forces is 
!J(q) = [ U1] 
02 .' 
where 
01 - -((·m.1. + m-2)r1 cos(q2)) + m-2r2 cos(q1 + <J2)))G 
.th -m2·r2 cos(q1 + r1:2) * G 
and G is a.cceleration due t:o gravity. 
The actual pa1;auietei· values a.re set as. 
: ... · 
. · .. , 
.. -' . ·.· ... :- . 
. ·. ' : .. ·.. . . ./ :·: ........ · ..... _·_ ...... _-~.·:· ... ·._.:.:.·: __ ·_. . ·. •. . . •: :- . . . . · .. '.: . . ·.' 
. :·· .. · .. :_:·:· .. ·. · .. . :· • .. · . 
. . · .. ~ : . 
. ·-.·.· .. <-:· .; ·. ··: ... 
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... ·. ·. · .... 
:·. . · ... 
... '· .. 
·.• .. : 
. ·. . . · .. ·.· : 
·:_·:\:::.··.->)-_;:;1.'i _,.: :_:ttfkii m2:. ---]··--:5_.-i~g : .· · .: : ·. ·· : .. , ._ .. 
·: _:.···:·· ... -: __ ·:··:·:<.;~1·_···:.···1i~-~:,; :-,..>·;.:,~/···._··o."-s111 · .... :_· .. · .. · ·· · ·,: .. · 
... 
.· .... : .. ·. ·. 
.. ·: ·. ·. 
H 
:':. · .
: .... ·. 
.· .·. 
. .. •·.·· :. 
·. ·. ' .... = ~ ... :._ --: . 
. :· ·_.:: ·.·=.··: .. ·· .. ·.·.,. 
. : ·.: .·. 
:: .··· .. 
. . ·· .. 
. · .. : .. 
. . 
. . . . . 
. ·.· :--· ··,. :· .· .. i ···Th~ .Ii~.r~n~~ters r~{ th~ ref el'ence .inocl~l given· by exp~·essi~n _2:ii ai:~- t,~~n- frrim_ :M~rt, · ·. 
. . . ·... . . . . . . . · .. ·.· . . ... : . . . . . .. .. . . . 
. . . . . 
·o. o 
0 0 ;\,; = 
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0 
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.· .. : . . .. · . 
·,_ .··.·and: 
.·. . . .. 
. . . .. 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
,~hicb. gives initial values of tl~e reference mod~l as .CJrl = 0.2 and qr2 = 2.0. ·. 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
· The vahtes for p1 and P2 in expressiou 2.40 have been chosen as Pt = 3 and P2 = 5, 
. . 
which is consistent with the mquircments of expression 2.41. 
The R.unge-l(utta. method with sampling interval of O.Ols is used to solve the non· 
· linear diffe1·eutial expressions numel'ically. The l\fatLah code for the simulation can 
he found in a1>penclix B. 
In figures 3.8, 3.11. 3. lil, 3.1 ;, 3.20 a.ucl 3.23, that show both the refe1·cuce model and 
the robot, the reference model is shown with a solid line and the robot movement· 
... . ~vi th a clotted lii-ie. 
· . I~itially the s·tarting values for ki were chosen as 0.5 and the values for 1/; set to 
. 10 .. The. robot was il.Ssttmcd to start from the same position as the reference model. 
-TlIC output t1·acking of joints 1 and 2 is shown fo figure :J.S. From these graphs it is 
clea·1· that the estimates for ki <1uickly adjust so that the position of the robot closely 
tracks that of the ret~~rnnce model. The tracking error for this choice of initial values 
.. · can b_u seen in figure 3.9 and the control haput in· figure 3.10. 
. . . . . 
. . . . A . 
· The . effect . of choosing a. di If eren t initial value for . ki can he seen in figures 3 .11 · 
. . ·. . . . . . ·_ .. _· _· . . . ·- . . . . . . . . .. . 
. to· 3~13. ·_· For this choice the tr~cking · is so accurate_ tha~ the dotted line showing . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ·. th~ path of the_rohot shnulator cannot be distinguished from- the ~9lid line of the . 
. .. . ·_ ·:. . . . -· 
'reference path: •... 
. .: . ~ ·._-· -.-
: ·, 
·-, __ .. 
: .· ·-.-.~> ... 
' 
I. 
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.... 
, . 
. . . . -~oking·_at the graphs. of th~. tracki~g enor (figore.3J2)/it· ca~··be.·s~n·:that_·.·it .... 
. . . . · .. · .. · . ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
· · remains· very small indeed, ·in fac"t iii the region ·of O ± O.OOf r~dians. This is· an 
. . . . . . . .·. . · .. · 
. . 
.. excellent respomie"from the control law.-
Figum :J.13· shows the control input fol' both joints. The effect of the· cbatte1·i11g is 
. . 
clearly_visible in the fast switching requil'ed from positive to negative input values. 
Despite this howevcl', the results are good in terms of the relatively low absolute 
. 
· values of the contl'ol input. required t.o achieve the tracking. 
Figm·es :t14 to :J.10 1d1ow the effect of having the robot's initial position differ from 
the reference model. Thl' grnphs indit·nt:t'" 1-lmt, the rontrnl law still gives a very good 
i·esult, because the t.l'arking com•crgC's in approximately l st•cond. a.ml the control 
input still has a 1·rasonablr. houucl • 
. Gl'aphs showu iu figures :.J.li t.o ;J, l!J give a ·worst rase' sit.nation where t.he robot 
does not have I.he same init.ial value as t.he reference model, and t.hc initial values of 
. . 
l'.i. have.~ been chose11 poorly. It. can he s<~r.n Umt t.lH.' rnbot st.ill only 1.akes 2 semnrls to 
rommcnrc tra.cking along t.hc rc.--forcnn• pa.t.h. In real terms it should h~'! possible to 
· Pst.imate reasonahlc st:al'ting values for ki in much the 1mme way as hounds ,~stimates 
lnWP always been estima.t.r.d. t•nsming t.hat. the initial vahics arr not. out by a. fa.ctor 
of IO as are those used in the simulation t.hat gives t.hcse grn1>hs. 
. . 
.. Changing the value of ·qi for 1 ~ i , 7 can be seen in figures 3.20 to :J.22. · \Vhilst 
ihc higl1er values of 'Ii nuiy produce fa.sier convergence of the adaptive laws, it. can 
·... . . . . . . . 
be seen by comparing figures :J.IG and 3.22 that the control input has increased· 
· · ~ignificantly1 wl,:".'.h is undesirable. 
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. The final graphs for the unbounded control law are shown in figures 3.23 to 3.25. 
·.·· . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
. · . These graphs show the results uf starting values where e1 = 0 and e2 # 0 and hence··.· 
· . fl s II ¥: 0. The control law can be seen. to deal with . this si tuatiou. · 
For the boundary layer simulations, the value of 6 in expression 3.20 has been set · 
to 0.06. The first graphs, shown in figures 3.26 to :1.28 show the situation \1 .'here the 
robot and reference start. at the same place and the 'good' initi.il value of k; = 5,. for 
l ~ i ~ 7 was used. It is clear from the graphs, that the tracking is not as ilccurat~ 
as when no boundary layer is used. The graphs for output error tracking show that 
it no longer oscillates arouud zero, instead tending towards wdues that arc small, 
iu the order of < ±0.00-1. but. not. iero. Th i1> va I ur can be II rndf' arbit rnr ily small 
by reducing the chosm1 vnlue of J. The advm1tage of using a liom1da1·y layer Cflll 
be seen in figure :J.28 where t.he control inputs now follow a smooth path instead of 
cliat.t(•ri ug. 
The final figures (:.J.2!J j.o :J.;H) show the boundary layer control law for the 'worst 
. case,. 1 n ca u be seen that. the tracking sti 11 hcco1 nes clo::;c to a cc 11 ra tc after 2 sccon<hi, 
. and the control input 110 longer chatters. 
-.-.,.,,.:·./ 
.--.. _ .; ~-, 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation 1: Out1>ut trackin~ where refon•nce and joint values 
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Pigure a .f): Simulation I : Posit.ion enors w lwrc t'cf ercn c<! and joint val ucs . 
coincide at t.he st.art, 1/i = 10 and initially i·, = 0.5, I E;; i , 7 • 
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Figur 3.10: Simula.tion 1: '.ont.rol iuput wh re r f r n e and joint, values 
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Figure :i.11: Simulation l: Output tn1cking wher reference an l joint va.lue 
r Ji ncid at the start 17; = 10 a,ncl i.nit.iaJJy h-; = .15, L ~ i ~ 7. 
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Fi ·ur : .12: , imula.t ion l : Po. it.ion error. wh re r ferenc a.nd join value 
oi n irle a.t th ·tart. 17; = 10 a11d in itia.lly k; = ,5, 1 ~ i ~ , . 
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Figure 3.13: Sin ula.tion l: 'ontrol input wher reference a.nd joint va.J-u s 
coincide al t,he start,, T/i = l O ancl i ulti ily h:; = 5 l ::;;; i ~ 7. 



























Figure 3.14: Simulation 1: Output tracking where reference and joint values 
do not coincide a.t tlm start. 1Ji = 10 and initially x~i = 5, 1 ' i ' i. 
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Figure 3.15: Simulation 1: Position errors where reference and joint values do 
not coincide at the start, q; = 10 and initially k, = 5, l ( i ( 7. 
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Pigur 3.16: imulatio11 1: '011tr l inpu wh re r fc>renc and joint valu io 
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Fi ·ure 3.17: 'imulation I: Output trackin · where r feren e and joint valu ' 
lo not coincide at, th start. 17; = 10 and in i tia.11.v k; = .. 5, l ::;; i ~ 7. 
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Figure 3.1 ~: Simulatiou 1: Position errors where refer nee and joint valu s do 
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Fi ·u re :3.19: Simulation 1: 'ontrol input wh r r Jerence aJ1d joint value. do 
not coincide at, th . tart, 1Ji = LO an I initially k; = .5, 1 ~ i ~ 7. 
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Figur 3.20: Simula.tion 1: Output t.ra.cking whcr~ refeTence a.nd joint values 
do not coincide at the tart, 'li = 30 a.nd initially k.; = 5 1 ~ i ~ 7. 
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Figu r 3.21: Simulation 1: Position rror wh r r fereuce and joint valu do 
not coincid at. tl1e ta.rt, 1]; = :30 and initia.11 . k; = 5, 1 ~ i ~ 7. 
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FiP'Ure :t22: . 'imulation l: '.ontrol input where reference and joint values do 
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3.5 Co11clusio11 
In this chaptel' thel'e has been developed a· t·obust cont1·ol law that" gual"antees finite 
. . 
ti111e el'l'Or c~nvel'gence as well as finite convergence to the sliding variables. The 
control law does not rec1uire prior knowledge of the system hounds, instead using 
adaptive laws to estimate these bounds as the mbot is in motion. Use of the bound-
ary la.yer technique removes ·the problem of chattering, but can no longer guarantee 
absolute tt·acking, however the errors can be reduced to an arbitrarily small value 
by. choice of the value of J in expression 3.:W. 
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4 · A Control Scheme Utilizing K11ow11 Dy11amics 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter there will be developed a. robust tracking scheme. tha.t, unlike the 
one in the previous chapter, will deal with bounded disturbances HS well as with 
nncet·t.a.inties in parameters. As with tlm other scheme, it is robust. and provides 
asymptotic error convergence in finite time. 
The l:iystem is treated as a. partially known systcrn. The known dynamics are linear-
ized and a. nominal feeclbHck controller is designed to stabilise the uomh1al system. 
The _effects of die unknown dynamics are compensated l'or by use of a i:diding mode 
nda.ptive compensator tha.t est.imates parari·1et-er bou11ds on-line. Thus we will be 
considering the cont;rol input in l;wo parts (Shoures.hL Moma!,, and Roesler HJ9_0) 
wit-.11 
u = u, + uo, (4.2) 
,vhere u1 is the··nomina.1-input and u0 is tl11~ coni.pensa.tor tli"a.t. wi.11 be designed. to 
clea..1 v .. ith uncertainties. 
The control hi.w i11 this chapter is based 011 ·the expression of ·motion ~ts ·c1efiiiecl hi 
l,(i m, Lee, Park, and Youn ( 1993), the control law of Man, Papljnski, ,1.nd ,,vu ( 19B4), 
. . . . . . - . 
· and the a.claJ>ti ve methods and method of proof used in •Su and. Leung ( 1993) ._ ·. 
. . . . 
Equa:tkm 1.2 for the 111otion of a rigid robotic ma.i1i1mlator ~an be "•ritten in the 
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following form (Man, Papliuski, and Wu i994) 
J\.f(q)q+ h(q, q) = tt(i),. (4.3) 
where h( q, q) E R",.. 1 is the vector of combined Coriolis, c<·11t:rifugal a.ncl gravita-
tional torcJ ues. 
Jf' we then include distm;bauces in the expression we can defi1w the robot motion a.s 
1\1(q)ij + h(q, q) = u(t) + d(l), (4.'4) 
where d(l) · E Ru I is t.he vector of bounded disl;urba.uces ( Spong a.ncl Viclya.saga.r 
19Si). 
. . 
The assumptions required for the controller present.cd in !;his chapter a.re as foJlows: 
Assumption 4.1 ll1H(q)fl < <-ro, nu > O. 
Assumption 4.2 llh.(q, iJ)II < f3o + /31 ll<tll + fi2llcill 2 , · /lo, (:J.1·, /32 > 0. 
· Assumption 4.3 ,L(t) < cl1 , d1 > 0 .. 
Assmi.1ption 4.4 The jo:,·ni oj' t./u. conl.rol inpu/; uec:lo·r u(t) is dwse·,~ .~-uch tiw.l ii.s 
. . 
norm. sa lis.fi: cs lh c following_ inequaliljJ: 
< The fo·st three of these assumptions are rea.sona.hJe in tet·n-is of U1e characteristics 
-· of rigid robotic ma.i1ipt1lat~rs. The first of l;he111 has been used in Grimm (UJ~O}, _· 
I 
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. a.ncl Shoureshi, Momot, and Roesler (1990), the second was used. by Man and Pa-
. . 
I an is wami ( 1994) and the thil'cl in Kim, Lee, Park,· and Youn ( 1993) and Park and 
Lee ( 1993). It will be seen that the controlJer designed in the next" section satisfies 
assumption 4,lJ. 
In the rest; of the cha.pt.er, section 4.2 describes the new controller, section 4.3 de-
scribes the control law when a boundary layer is formed and section 4.4 describes the 
simulation used to Lest this cont,wller. Section ,1.5 then presents some conclusions. 
4.2 Controller Design 
The robotic manipulator clescribccl in exrfrcss'ton 4.:3 can be considered t.o have some 
known and some·u11know11 parts, t.herefore we mc1y define M and h with 
. . 
M(q) = ~Al(q) + M_0(q) (4.5) 
h( q, q) = .6.h( q, <i) + ho( q, q), ("4.G) 
w I 1ere M0( CJ) and ho ( q, q) a.re. the known j)a.rlis and .6. Al ( ,j) · and .6.h.°( q, q) ;:i.re the 
. . 
imknown pa.rt:s (Kim, ·Lee, Park, ·a.nci Youn HHJ3}. 
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Using expressions 4.,5 and 4.6 we can rewrite expression 4.4 as 
1\1o(q)ij+h0 (q,q) = u(t)+p(tL (4.7) 
where 
p(t) = -~ill(q)ij- 6.h(q, i1) + d(l). (4.8) 
Thus p(l) con ta.ins all the system uuccrtai nties. 
As stated before, the system is to be considered as two separate systems, the nominal 
or known system with a cont.rol law designed using linearization a.ncl l:he unknown 
system designed as a sliding mode compensator. The nominal system is defined in 
.Man and Pala.n i swami ( 19!J4 ) ( see pages 31 1:o 82) and stab i Ii sed using 
11 1 = ho( q, q) + Mo( q )( [( e + ij,.), en mn . (,U)) 
A~, = A + /3 !(, · (4.W) 
is an asymptotically stable matrix. 
To design the variable structure compensator, the following assmnptions will be· 
· used: .· 
Assumption 4.5 1lfo(q) is invr.rt.ib!e fo'I' all q . . 
,··.· ,_',· .·.·· ..... : .>··.:.i.>> ... ··.,; ;. 
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· Ass.1mtpticm 4.6 The nominal syste_~z of e:v111·essio,1 2~52 is stabilfa,ible; 
O't > 0. 
Assumption 4.8 ll.61W(q)1\1o(<J)II < 02, 
Assiunption 4. 9 II ho( q, iJ) 11 < a-3 + o·,1 ll<JIJ + ltu II iJll2 1 03, o·,1 1 0·5 > 0. 
Assumption 4.10 llnh(r1,iJ)II < oa + a-;llqll + C\'sllqll 2, nu,a;, Os> 0. 
The. first. two of these assumptions ha.ye been used by ma.iiy researchers·, f~r "instance 
·.·· 
G rim~u ( HJ90) ! l\fan and Pa.la.niswa.mi ( 19~)4) n nd Shoureshi I i\fomot; an.cl R.oesl,er 
(1990).- Assumptions 4.i to 4.10 can be derived from assumptions 'Ll·ancl 4.2. 
~ ·. . 
.. The-fo_llo .. ~•ing lemma. can now be pi:o~•ecl: 
.. 
Le111111a 4.1 The nonn of J.li.e system ·11.1icerta.inli es p( t) -in c:l:1frcssfon 4. 1 satisfies 
· lhc .following inequrdilv: 
.. 
IIPU)II < ·bo + b1 ll<JII + b2ll<ill 2, .(tl.11) 
,··. · .
.. 
. ·, : .... 
. . . . 
: :_.:·· · ... 
:· ... :' . 
· .· Proof: Expression 4. 7 can be reai.Tanged • t;o gi vc 
q = Mo(<i}~IU,(i.)+p(l)- ho(q,q)),' _ ... · ·. (4.12) .·· 
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. +II (I+ 81\f(q)Mo(qt_"I r 1111.cih(i[i q}II : . ·. . . . 
· :· · .. · . · _:. :+U(I +~1,,i, qJi\-iafo t 1 r 1 H 11~1.(t.i 11 
. . ·. s ui")slii t.titing r~:cmi ii.ss.t1~11.iJ tlons ~l.:3, \1".4 a.~,cl. 4. 7 to ·i1. io ,·. ;~~ ha:v~ 
. . . . .· . : . : . . ·.. . . . . . . 
. . . 
l/p(.t-)11 .~.·. n10·2( .. \.o + ,\1.ll<JII + Ai!ilti/12) · · . 
· . +.a10·2(eta +a·.i/l<JII.+ asllcill2)" 
. ·. . . . . . : 
. . ·· ..... 
... · . · .......... +adno.+ a-;_llq·ll.+.o-~ll<ill 2 ) ·. · ·. · .. . . . 
· :·.· .· _. · .. _: · _.. · · >., lip(t.)/1 .. · ~·· .bo. + bdl<1II .+ b2lkill2,: .. · ··.·. ·. _. ··. . ·.· :'.<: : :. 
. . . . . . . . ~ 
. . 
. . .· 
. : . : ... 
· \Vhe1;ei · .·: · ·. · : . · .. 
... . .. : ....... ··· 
. · ::·bo =. ·o:~o::;i",\o + o·~a:2C1"3 + o·.{a1l + c.i:1d1·: . . ·_· . · ·.· .· ·. 
. . . .· ... 
. · · · · · (·· · ·.ci:.1ri~Ai + ·~··1c,·2c~:,i +· a·.1.~·;, . ·: . ·. · · .. · · · .· ... ·. ·. :. ·. · ·.-,. ·.··. ;:. .·· ·· · .. ·: .. . : . . : . 
.. ·_.·.::: b.2.·.·· .. ·~·1 ~v\;:+\,.,.ri2ns + ·~"~·~·8." .:··. ···:·.->: · : ·.· . . . . . .· ·· ... 
... · ' ..... 
. .. ·.· . 
. . ··. ····:.:· ... 
. . .· ·. . .. ! ... 
. :-·.' ·. : · .. ·\.-: 
. . . . . : . . 
·:· . . 
. . 
... . ·.· ..... · 
.· .... 
• .. 
. ·: ... 
: . ·. .· 
.. '.: : ;~i11irk l{i '11. 1lifc~;;;}.1999): a: i;i·~t1iod ·iva~· de-u~lop~/rm· e~/i;11;,:ii~~g;tlrnJm1n-,n~:~e'.;.;:· 
• ' •• : • •• :.··. C •• Of e.;i;Ji1'CS;fri ,i ·4. :tJ ·. ~LF /in e. . . Ho-~o,;·vei· · .. J.h i.s Oiuiis .• acli ieviid . by ·.· ,i efjlecH ;;g 'som.e sysiJ./n •: 
... -· - :-· . .... - . -·.-·.' .- - .... -_ .·· .···: : .· .· - .... . . . ·.-. "·- - ·.. .• . ···.. . ·_, . -· 
· ·. • .. •·, · , -_\lyiu~1iiic.r _tr.iii{"tli;l oo_f. i,;c/-,i.<lec {islurf}(mces, ,li,hich -;;;.,ikes. the: estfofrites .· corisen,ittive .··. 
·'····.. -.: .- .- ...... · ... · .. -_._·. . . ··. ,:--:·:. ·. - ·. . . . . .. ·-. . . .. 
"r~nd hence ·i"lo(1Jery -use.{t,.l .f'o·,· pmclic(t.f 1nt.i'poscs . . -_ 
. ·-,.: : - , ' . . . . , .. 
,. 
. , .. 
·: .: .. ·' 
. . . ·· .. 
.._:: 
. ~ .. . 
,·· .. 
·\ ... :; ... ··: ·:' .. : . -~;_.:· ........ : : . 
. .· ... · ··.···.: .·. 
.... :·-.··,=: .. 
. . ·.:· .... ·. ·.-... · .... 
.. . . : . ~ : ·. ·; . . 
. .-,· :·· 
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. . 
·.: . . · . 
.. · . ·.· . . ·· .. ·· .. · ... · .. ·. · ... · ... ·· . ·· .. ·.·. . ·:. ·. · ...... ·
.. ·· : ; ·: \;iii, ~;~peJ)~~lorL~j nOw b~ d~siJ~d ris;rig' thii slidi~g i~i ;~ni~J/l\1C1Y .· · ... 
. · .. '.''. .: :. ·. a.1J.ti·~~ ··e~tiin~t~oi~ o/ti;e -~mcer~~i·n~y bouncl~ ~f~~1ne~si6n 4:s s~ \hat. "tlm · 1:e_q~;ir~~~l~~t·· -· 
.· ··: ... . ·' . .· . ·.. . . . ·. . . . .· . 
· .". of th~ pri~r" kirnwl~dg~. ~f ~y~"te1~1 t1i1c~rtainties· j~ ·i1ot; 'necess~~·y. · . : ·. _- . . . . . . . . .- '· 
·Let· bu, b~. ~~.ncl b2· b~ the estimates ~f bo, b1 ancl b2 ·of expressitin 4·.1 L <rli_e i1ew 
a.cla1:it;i ve "laws for tl~e~e · estim.a.tes wilt". tl~en· be ciefinecl. as 





. · · ,;•iu:!re_ ~i foi· • 0 ~ ·.;: , : 2 ~-re. -~1.1:l;iti-fi.L;Y positive· mui.1bers, bi ha:,,e arbi_t1·,i.i-y initial ·. 
· · · ... ,- vc1.hies~ C ~s as defined itn~xjJressi"o"n .2·,3·s, a.ncl .B. i·fr. eXJJL'e~sion 2.55. 
·. : :.Pi1.ni.met~rs_ ,~i. (or. 0 ~- i- ~ ·2 iii expr,;ssious· ~1.13 l;o . .::J.. J.5 a.r~ ~aliecl _a.cfo.pUve consta.~1ts,; · .. 
~.i:'IH;y. a.cl; to. adj l~St the COil ~'ergence rate of the·· ,J.claptive. law~ j 11 expressions _. .4.13 _· . 
·1;_0 :1_.-1.5.: ra.ste.r c:onv_erg;enc~_ a.r the_ a.,lri.pu~e gains. is ~~11ievec1 by increasing the· va.li~e 
. .· ·. ·. ·. -. o_f ·ti:1~se·· pa.1·.ai11~ters~ hm~e;er·, ·.i·n \>rridice~·-·t.h~-- speecliof ~onve~-g~_l~~e i.s .1.hni t:e~l- iJy°.·th~ . 
.. '· 
· ... , ;To. design the cC>i~~ pens~:t;or :tto;. to gua.rn:Utee erroi· :converge1;c:e in -fini t~ tiir1e, ,,;e u·se • 
. . · .• · .• · -• /the. 1·.e1: 1i~ina.J _·. s, vi tch i i1g • pl ari e va.ri <lh I e ·vector . dcscri beef. iii'· ex() i·ess ion fi 2_~·36. to 2 )~ 2 : .•.. 
. . ·- .' .. . . . . ·-.. · ... ·.,. ,· .. ·._ .. ·:.. . . . . ·.-. . ., : .. ·· . .·. . :· 
air.pages 27 to 2s: ·. · 
. . ~ : . . . . . 
. . : -~· 
..... _ .... ·.· ·.: 
. . -.... -....... . : ... · .... ·.;· .- .. : . 
·: .... .. · .. 
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. :. . . ~ .. - . :· .. 
. :· ... '. ·· .... ·.· 
.. ... -.... ··· .. 
. . -~· .. 




. . . ·.· ·. : .. > -~a i. · .. · ·,: . 
. . . 
. :: ._; ·. · .. . . . 
. . 
.. .. 
. . : .. 
.. 
. : .. 
· .. ·:· . 
. . :· .· .. ·.· .. . ·: . 
. . . ... 
·. · .. 
. . : . 
. . . : ..... . 
. ... ·:· . . •·. . ·. · .... ·. . . :· .· 
. . . ... · .· 
. . . . . . . . . . ·... .. . .. ·. . . . . . . ... ·. : . . . . .· ·. ·. : ·. :· · .. ·· .......... ~.-·· . . ·. . : 
... ·: . . . .. . . . . : . ···.·. · ..... · .... ··. . . . · ....... . 
· ·· · ·. · .. : ,;_:.,: "< ii1eorem · 4;f. C.'oi1iitt~1~- t1i{-~:~:;:o:,<';111~i~·,1ii,i'. oI e:t~p1~e;siii~:'-):_-4ij ···<···. ·.·> :-./ ' .. ·.- ..... :.· · ..-_ ·._ < -· >·· .. . 
. = .. ·. · .... :····· ... ·· .· . . .·. ·.·.: .-:·· ... · ... · . ·.. ... . .· ·. ·.· : . . . ·:·. :.··.. · .... ·. ·_ .. ·· . ."=· .. :· ... ·.· ... 
·.: . 
. ·' .. . 
-_:\ · ·.· _:- · _.· . e = Ake.·+·B_1'10("q)~ 1·t~0 ·+ B1110 (_q)"". 1 p"(t).">··.· . . ' .... __ ···:- · :_ ·· ·· .. ·-·( ~L16). 
. . . . . . . . . ·. . . . .· . . . . 
... ·'. .. . 
.,: · ..... 
: · · : ./01·. the· ·robotic· ~na·1~ip1ihtlo·;• .s11stem.. of e:1:in·ess"ion. 4 .4 . with. a;su·111pl·io11.s· ·4 j to 4 ."5. 
. . .· . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ·. .. . . 
. · {... ·. . .T .. 
· . · ·. (sTCBM0(11)- 1) 
·· · . . lls1'CBM0{11)-1112 ·w . 
'll.o = . . . . 
. . . . . 0. 
. . . 
... C'l'.:,1,1,r (G" )-1- .J. o·· ,:,. ·-1. 0.. . . . . 
. ' o 1110 [J . T ' ... , T:'" .. . ·. . . ;.. .. 
. ·. · . ·· . . ·:. · · .· · · (4.1(). 
o"lhe·,·itJi,se 
. . 'll,..= -:,S~ (!;\ke ~ Usl_lllC: B_Mi>.(qrrll .(bo + bi ll;ili"+:_&2U4_1_t2). ~ s1~0J. ~ s~·r:1l--' 
(·tlS) 
(U/.(/ ( f9·i• b ~ f" ~ 2 .· (l'/'C -Updn/.eti by f/,.e ~u/ap/.ive f a-WS _iii. e;1:p.·ressfo1.f.S f 13 ·lo. f J 5, 
ih.eu the· ouip.11.l.- t·md:ing etl'()r, e( t),: will co.rwe·iyc t"o ze·,io in. a Jin.Uc tim.e . 
. · . ·. 
· Prci_cif: LJi;,;ing ~he. Lya.pimov ru nction ( 8 LI_ nrid Leui1g· HJ!);J) . . 
.. ·. ? . . 
·\.>= .. !is +!-~--~:-tM.· .. 
.•J .? L. '·. '·· 
·· .- · ." · -~ i=U. ·. : 
(4.i9) 
... 
· .. ·. 
·\vher<~ 
. .. ·~. :· : . 
_. .• __ ·,· .. · 
. : . ' . . 
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.. ·· .. ·.·· .. ···.··.··.·.· .. ·.·.· •. : ' :• < ' . . ; ' .. · .. ·. . "<. .• -_ ' .. 
. · · i ·and differentiating ·V with respect .to time, ·we have· · ... ·. 
. . ..: ·.· -:·. . . ' .. ·· .... ·. 
. . . . . .· . . ; ' . . . . ~ : . . · . 
. i1/ = t~~Ts+ !tl's - L ~;1b;t 
.., ...... . .i=O·· 
· .. · -·.· .. · ... · .. · . . .·.·... . . . . ···,.. . . . . . . . . .... · ... 
.• SiuCOsTs is scalar, it must be equal to its own transpose, therefore ..... ·. 
i=O. 
. . ·2 ..•.. · . ; . 
· .· (4.21) 
. · l ~T ~ + LT~ _ ~ 1.:-lb- ·b~ . .. · 
.2 ·- . .._ 2 t...-.,, ~....,. .L-t· "'i.: ' ' 
. ·i=O 
2 . 
sr.; - L Ii; t:b);. ·.· .. 
i=O 
Substituting for s from expres.~ion :3.2 
2. . 
v·· .. sT(G'c+ Cit - C'ii)--:' Ll.'.; 1h;h;l 
i=U 
. . . . 
. and then substituting e from expression 2.5D we ha.ve . 
. . . . . . . ·. 
\~' . .g'I'(C'A~.e + C13Mo(q)- 1uu + CBMo(q)~ 1 p(i) +Cit~ Cit)·· 
2 . ~ ~- . 
. ~ L /;'.;I b;b; . 
. . . . . 
· . .gTC;tk;!+ s'1'CB1lfo(q)- 1uo + s1'CBMo(qrlp(l)+ sTC]{ .· .. 
. . . . . . .. . .. 
. · ..-·.· ·":·:· 
. · .... ·. ... =/··: .... ·.:: . . ..... -... :··.: ::· :···: · .. . .··, ..... · .. , .... ·.· 
. .. 85 
.. 
. · ·. 
. : .. . : 
.. N~,v ~m~si~ler".the -C~ntrol la.w -~1efl{1ecl for·. the ·c~1~1pet1satm; in ,~x1:i"ressioi1."_4.:i7 .. As:..···.. . 
. smning. C 8~-1~(q):-L #\i", _we l~a,~e-· '.·_ . . . . · .. ·.. . .. ·· ·.. . . . .. .. ·, . . 
. . . . . : . . 
.. Jtea.rra.ngiiig this expressimi ·we get 
S-,. rc·,a~,, ( ·)- 1 • 1 · mce .s. ·. fr O q 1s a._ .. x n .vector 
Us1·c BA-fo(q}-:-1112 =- [/re BMo(<tt1] ·[-~re BMo(q)-1 ( • . 
. . . . 
there[OL'e 
Snbstit11t:ing 1;his into ;.J ,2 we get 
\>- = ·~?C.:\~e + UI + -~·re iJMo(<Jr' p(I) + ..,'l'c.J 
. . 2 • 
7' "C""" 1- ~ 
-~s c,e ~ ~ u-; b;b;, 
i=ll 
·-(, 
1 ... '' 
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and substituting w from expression 4.18 we have 
f' = s·rc A~.t: + { -.~rp Ake - llsl! IIC B Mo( q)- 1 II (bu+ b111<111 + b2Jl<ill2) 
- .~rc1t + .//'C1i} + .~Tc /3Mo(q)- 1p(l) + .~rcti - s'I'C.'ii 
-t n:; 1b;f1; 
Substit.uting for bi from expression :J.20 
-,~ ·. 
86 
aud then sublititnting the adaptive la.w:,:; dl'filled in exprcssious 4. la to 4.15. we get 
(: = -llsfllJC'BMo(q)- 1 1J (iio+!Jillql[ +&2lltiJr2) +.<rC/3Afo(qJ- 1p(/) 
-fio I ( bu - bu )1,:u II C /3 :1/u( q 1- 1 1111.-. II 
-,,;t ( bu - bi )1,· 1 II(.' 13 .\lu( 'I i- 1 II ilsll ll'IJI 
-r,'.21 (bo - i,2)liz\l(' /3.\10(11)- 11111·-;llll<if 
= -ll-~I/IIC/3:l/u(q)- 111 (i1o+ii1ll<tll +i>2lltill 2) +.JCBMo(q)- 1p(l) 
-bu!I (.' /J illo( 'Ii- I 1111.-; 11 + 110 II ( 'n ..Ho( (J 1- 11111.-; II 
-f>1 !\CI] Jiu( q )- 11111.~ll ll'III + i11 II(' IJ ,1/o( q 1- 1111181111<111 
-l1iUC B Mu( <J i- 1 II lkll lVill 2 + f1·2II C' R Mo(</ J- 1 1111,~ IJ ll<if 
··\ .. 
=;<, 
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V -lls!IIIC BMu(q)- 111 (bo + hill<JII + h:.ill<il! 2) + s7'CBA,fo(<J)-'p(t) -
-llsll lJC B Mo( q)- 1 II ( bo + bi ll<JH + b2!!<ill2) 
+Jl,-:IIIICBMu(qt'II (&o + bdl<J\I + b21l<ill 2) 
-11·..,IIIIC/JMo(q)- 111 (bo + bill<ill + b2ll<ill 2 ) + s'fCB1'10(<1)- 1p(l) 
~ -II.-.IIIICIJJ/o(<JJ- 111 (bo + bill<tll + b2ll<i11'l) + ll,..,IIIIC'BMo(qt1IIIIP(l)II 
-ll·"IIIICBMo(<J)- 111 {(bu+ bill<ill + b2ll<ill 2 ) - !lp(/)1]}, 
ll sing Lemma 4. l \\'e ea11 now state t;h.1 t 
.87 
V < 0 · llsll -:;f 0. {tl.'.2'2) 
l_l si 11g Lyapnnov 's sccoud .method, exprcssioll ,I, 22 means that. the switching plane 
"): . 
i.• . 
variable vector s co11vergcs to zero in a. finite time and. Oil tl1c sliding mode, the 
. . . . 
out.put tracking error co11vcrges to zero in a finite time. 
The control law given in expression 4.17 is bounded in error space. WhcH it is in 
the condition given by C' /3M0(qt 1 # 0 when£; = 0. it is possible that a c. ·1trol 
i u Jlll t of 11 = 0 wi 11 d ri \'e c; a way from 0. In th is ('clJ:iC a d iffcrcn t pa rt of' the variable 
st rnct.11 n_· rnn I roll law wi I] d ri vc the vector ,.., to the t.erm inal sliding mode, where 1,he 
·.,· 
desi r<'d error dy 11am irs wi II t.heu lw n:-a.ched. 
Tit is r('s1dt i-; an i mpro\'Pllleut over those iu 'i'oung ( HJ78). F'rcuncl ( HJ82 ). Spoug and 
Vi cl_nisaµ;a r { I !18 'i). :\ I-Ah bass and Ozg11uer ( 198-1). i\forgn 11 and O,,g1111er ( Hl85), 
Shouresl1i. \!011101.. a11d Hoesk•r ( l~HH)), Fu ( l!l!l2). Dorling: aud Zi11<'ber ( I 986). ]\fan 
am.! l\tl<111iswarni { l!J!HJ, i\·lan and Pahrnisw,imi (UHJ:-q ,rnd l\fon aud Pahllliswami 
( lmJ:i) h1•cc1t1s(' it <'11s11n·s that. the 011t.p11t. !.racking error ca.11 be driven into the 
I\ 
: ·. :. ·. 
. · .... ··· ·:··: . . _·. ·,._ .... ··. :··. ........ : ! 
.·. ·,.·.· .. . . : .. 
·.· .' : 
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terminal sliding mode in a. finit.e time and also that the error dynamics can reach the 
system origin in a finite time once on the terminal sliding mode. It is also a more 
practical scheme because only t.hree parameters of the upper bounds of the system 
uncertainties need 1.o be est.imated and this holds true ror a.ny n-link rigid robotic 
manipulat.or. 
In practical terms the success of the proposed Jaw can be explaiued thus: when the 
output tra.ckiug errors are large, the estimates bi where i = 0, l, 2, can be a.ufo111ati~~ 
.. I' . . .·. ·..... . . ·. 
ally increased using the laws in. exilii·essions 4.1 :3 to 4.15.-. This ii1c1·ea.ses the coutrol 
. . 
ii . . : . . .. : . . .. - . . : . . . 
gain j,1vhich" pi1shes the erro·r towafrls ZCl;O~. Si_ncc the._se e~i>ressi"cni_s. a~·e _esti111a:ies_·itl 
,, .... ~/ . . . . . .· . .· . ·' . . . ·. : :· :· ; . : .,. ·. . . · .. :.· ·:.·.· .. · .. · .... 
. hy~"jmuo,, sense ol' the. upper bounds·or the.system iincertai11t)•.1·epi·esentecl·by p(t),. 
it is. n.ot; nccessc1ry r~r th~i~lt~. C~ll\;crg;) t;o -: ~h~i/ t·ru~:vah~e~· .. Th-~ys·,·1~11~il~· ~~eed tb .· 
. . : . . .. . ..... 
. . . •.l 
b~ adjustecr"t1i1t.il the switching pla.i.ie vecto1; s coiive:.i·ges to zcro 1 a:t'wiiiclr.j,oint t;hey 
. ~ . . . . . . . 
. become! constants that CI~Slll"(!: that the erro_t' dynamics re1mi.in. Oil the. teri1~"ina.l ~Heling .·. 
. . . . . . . . : . . 
.... 
mode. 
. . . 
The f, na.l control I aw for I.he svstem. is t;herefore the sum of the nomi na.l cou trol law . 
. Yi . . . -· . . • . · · . . ·.· ... 
pl tis' the adaptive sliding 1noclcY compensator: 
-ti.(/) - . ·.:·· "lit+ "llQ 
- ho(q, <i) + Mo(<i)(K e + ij,) + { 
( ~1·cBM0(•1)-1 ( 
ll11''cHAl0(•1)-IJI~ 'W CBMo(q)-1_ =j:. a 
0 C BMafor-l = 0, 
(4.23) 




~ - . . . . .. . . .·· ... .- . . .. ·. ·. · .... .- .- :·· .. ~ .. · ... :· ; . : : . : · ..... -.. ·. - .. 
. .. . . . . . . 
. .-.: 
.. · .. ·.··. 
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where K = [ -K1 -1,.·2 ] (/ii, K2 E Rnx"), with matrix K designed such that 
(4.24} 
: . .. 
is a.n ·asym1>totica.lly stable matrix and 
' 
. f• . -.. 
. _. ·. w ·.·. ··-sT C ,4&:e .7 lfsUIIC-B tl·io( qt1 II (bo + bdlqU + b2 Jjqll2 ) ~ ~·i' Ci_€-· sT Gri:, 
(4._25) 
4.3 Reducing Cbattering 
The compensator control law described in 4.17 is discontinuous across the line 
: .. : 
C 8 ~Ho( q)- 1 = 0 a.ncl. this. caliscs ch,1.tt;ering to occt~r. _ lrt,his: cont;roJ law· i~· replac~cl 
: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 
by the control ·1a.\v clesci'ibecl .. itt ~i.2£i belO\~', chatte1:ing is clirninated, but_.the ·error· 
.. . ·. . . _·: .. . . . · .. ··. ... . . . . . .. . .. . .· . 
c,uf .. 1.\0. _l~ng~i· :. re;1i ai n e~H.btly" zer.o. · l t . C;Ul, J {ow~V~I: ~ .· h~ 1:ecl UC~ d : I;~· . ~-~l . i~l' bi: t,rar i-J~, 
. . . . ·. ·. . . . . . . ··. ·. . . . . . 
. ·, .... 
: . . . . . . 
uo = (4.2.6) 
. . . . . . . . ·. . 
. . . . . .·. . . . .· 
. where 8 is ~ positive 111.mi.ber ar1d w is as defined in expression 4.1s; The noininal :-' 
· · · · _· system control lmy, ~!oes not change . 
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· 4.4 6i111ulation 
•• J ~ 
,, . 
The simulation was 1>el'formed using the same manipulator as that described in 
Sectiou :J.4 a.ncl shown in figure 3. 7. The Ma.tLab code c.a.n be found in Appendix C. 
To simula.te system uncertainties, the nominal values of the masses of the two links 
are assumed to be 
1i1.1 --:-- 0.4kg and ?1l2 = 1.2kg 
instead of th~ 'correct' ~alues_·or 0.5kg aud l.5l~g .~espe~tively. 
"If -w~ let t;I;~ "desii:ecl. CITOl'-.dymunics ·or the closed loop. tiomiiial syste.m ha.ve the 
. . . .· ·. . . . . . . . ... 
o .··. . following}or111 
., . . .· . 
-.~-...... . 
• ... • 
. . 
then, using the ,;ale pla.C(~l'ncnt method f"or ~X-pre~sion 2.58, the feedback m·a.trix J,( 
ca.n. be cles_igriecl a.s 
[
-·1 /{ .= . 




Tiu~ ·values Or the cons tan ts· Ii. i ( i : o·, l , 2 )" \Vere arbitrarily set to 10. . 
. . ·.. . ~ 
The initial value chosen for the starting point of b;, 0 :s;: i ~ 2 was 0.5. From the 
graphs in figures !J.32 to 4.:34 it can be seen that this was a good choice. H can 
be seen clearly that the adaptive estimates of the bounds of system uncertainti,es 
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deal with the incorrect nominal values of the masses of the two joints, ilince. the 
actual position and reference position arc indistinguishable from ea.ch other. The 
errors in the two joints clearly converge to zero and the control inputs are very low.;·; 
although the chattering effect can be seen in the fast switching from positive to 
negative values. 
The control law was also tested with a. poor starting va.lue for bi, 0.0,5. It can b.e . 
seen from the grnphs (in fir .fres 4.3,5 to 4.:37) · that the adaptive scheme now takes 
. . 
. . 
longer to produce acctirate t.rncking1 however error convergence is still achieved in .-
approximately 2 s~conc.ls. 
. :.· 
. Figme~ ·4.:.J·S· to iJ°AO sh·aw··uie conti;ol la.w's 1:esponse·to ·~.n ·ii1itia.l .robot. position .of' .· 
f/1 ~ , OA: ~~~d : f/2 :: ·i: · u~·~ h1s·~~~cl of ;)ehig. ~qm{l\o .·th~.· iili.t~a.l· te·f~i .. e1.1ce ino~leL Vc~hte~: 
As ca.~1·i)~~ se~ll a:ccu~·ate:·i:1·~:~ki.~g" ~s::achie~~d ,~ItMi, :··2· ';e~onds· :~r th~ .sfa.1:t: : .. · 
.. :• · .. · ... l.': .. · 
'... . . . ,. 
·. ··, : .. · ""!, ... . . . . •: ··. .· ·: . .-. -. :_. i\ ... :· · ...... :·. ·.:: .. ·.:-;; . : .... : . . . : ... ·. .· . . . . . . . .. .. 
The .,~!:esults ·:of th¢. final unbiiui1decL siii-iula.tion a.re· shown. in. figures 4A 1 to 4.4:J. 
.. . ., :·. f.l." . . . . •; :· .· ·.· .. ·. . . =,· ·.· : . • : . ·. . .. . . 
. . . . . . . ·. : .. : ·, . .. .·.=.'··.. . .. , . . . . . . :·,. ·. 
These show the·.' worst-.ca.st:t ,~cena.i'io cl. us h1g·. fin .. i ni:01;i·ect; ·st;ai-tiug. ~,a.I Li~.· .f 91· ... bi as 
. ·.· .~ .. ·•I .. ·:· ··~~. · .. .-.:· .·,.~: . : ....... · ...... : . ." • ,·~·.·.·~ ... ·.· .. · .· ·.·=~ ... ·· .·. ·.: ... . ·.- .. ·· -~ ·. '. ·. ; .... · . 
. wen. as ._1io·11-m a.t::chii1g. s l;a ·rl;i ng· JlO ii_1 ts. for : the: 1·;0 bat a._ncr lhe L;cferei1 ce · n"ioclel. De.spite 
•:. .. : . .. . .. ·. ·.. ..... . . 
... · 1;t1e~~. ·p1:01~iei~1s, ·1.i1e·-t:i·.iiddi1~·:e1T~?·~o11ve.rges ·1:0.·zcfrJ i11· t1nc1~t.2 ·s·~coi1ds.· 
. . . : : :• ·:··: ·.:. · .... : .. ·.-· ... · :·: . . . . . . . . . ·.· . :· . . . . ... : : . . . . · .. 
... · ·. ·,· 
·1~r ·1J1e .. .botmcl~i·r.v ·1a.ye~·· si niula.ti.0~1, . ,t · rro1i1 eX}ll'<~Hs i.on .11 .26 is se.t t~. Q;QJ 5. U ~iug 
. . ... : ·.. . .- : : . ~ . . . . . . . ... . . . . : .. 
6t~ ·.0;5_-tai· .tl, r, 2, a.nc1 the same initial position ror t.he r~bot a.nc1- tiie referen·ce 
. niodel, the .simulation shows that t;he chattering caus~d by the discontinuity" in the 
.';-'J 
~ . . 
.. control la:w has now been removed (see figure 4.46). The non-zero error can be seen 
in Hgmes -4A4 and 4.45, where the path or t.he rohot and the reference model no 
longer exactly coincide and the output tracking errors no longer con\'ergc to zero, 
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Finally the simulation has been performed for the 'worst case' (as defined above) 
while using a. boundary layer (see figures 4.47 to 4.4!>). Again it can be seen that 
the error converges to a region around zero in around 2 seconds and the chattering 
has been t·emoved. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter·thern has been developed a robust control law that guarantees finite 
time etTOl' convergence. It assumes both system uncertainties and disturbances aucl 
1s based on a control la.w ma.de up of a nominal input for the known part of the 
systeni. a.ncl a sliding mode compensator for. the unknown part of the system. The 
. · resiilts ·indic.ate that the .control law gives .e~cellent tracking. The boundary layer 
·.· .... ·. :t:~d;1i~;1ii~:=is\~~¢d\~.~;em~ve tl;e· 1~roblem ·qrd{a.tt.eri~1g in the control input, however 
.... ·-.·.: .. ·.;;-t.iii?~ii1i/~{ri j~.~g~r ensure convergen:ce .. of t}1e ha~ldng error to zero, 01ily ·.to. an 
.. :·.··:=-=·:.:.·i.'.i·;:i}1ii.~{:{h/ .. ~1~1au".i~~uncla.ry around .zero. . .· · = · ··· · .. :· ·:· · · . · 
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This thesis pl'esents two new- control la.ws for rigid l'Obotic manipulators with u,n-
certiiin dynamics. The ffrst la.w, described in Chapter :J is based on that of (Man, 
Paplinski. and Wu um-1) which gives a robust va.ria.ble strncture cont;rol la.w with 
pl'Oven asymptotic error convergence and finite convergence to the sliding mode. 
The improvement tha.t; chapter 3 details is the use of adaptive techniques that adjust 
the seven system parameters requh~ecl fat:. "tlu~ _control law so that no prior knowledge 
·, .. ·. -~f. t~1~0te1:t~in i>·a~ru1~c~t~r~;·.i:s: 1:e_c:~~·i;ei_Jii·1~til:~£:;:cii~s ~i1q~~ the accuracy of the tracking 
. . ......... ·... . :. :·_ .. ........ _-=_..· .. ·.-1?·.:-: .. ~::-=_ / .:.:-.-.··~.>:.:,:.:_·{· .... =: ftf\ .. ·:·)/\·_: __ :~.-:~·.:: ~-:/ .... :?\·.(.{.t/.t :~:-~::.:\:::-.~f .":.· .. ·. · ..· .. ;_ ··' .. ·· .. ·. · .. ·. : .. ·.. .· ·. : . 
. ·.·. . · pi·od ti~ed · .. \\' j tlf t!1i s\co11ti~I °J. a.~v.-!'.<ik_b§i.~#d~h<I ayer._·.coiitrpller :. is·, then u i:,ed to · l'Cd i1ce 
.. ·.:·· .. :: : <' /_<.:>.: .. "'j;l_hk~19.W.ii_;J>"m;·~:111~t~if. t_~: . .-1?-~(a'd~p~i}~l.yt.~~:.aj\WJ~.<f::"~1~d:-' Hi"·.· sinii1le. to·. h11 pletnent. The 
. . ._· . : . : .. =· ... '. ..... ~~-.·:.·~ .... -~·.·=·. ·;.·-_;,. _:·;~::::·: ·_: ... ~ ·="." :.}.:.- ·;· ·.-.=~·'. .:·:·_ ... ·.: ~-- _.: : · .. ·. ~- .... ·:·_~.··.(.. . ,·· .. : .. ·.-.... ~ .... ~:_::." ::·.,:~~.-:· : ·:·.:~-.---~:t;---::_\" ~~~-:":..:.·:··:.:·~- -~-~~?{· t-./::-,_.=:-.:·'.~'(=-: .. ~/ .. ;: ... ::.: :-.: { .:. -~. :._·.· ::...=: ::· _: . ·~ : ·. . . : .· . . 
.. ··:: : . ·:-_/;. _','.;:_\:/<.ie~itftiiig):ontroJ ·:Ja.,v. Ts)·o~~i~('~ii.dJi,~ffitiite.: ti_i~1e: et~ror convergence. A boundary 
. . ;: : . • · .... · .... "'<~--;. ·. : .. :. : ' . ~-· .. ~ ~-- ·. . . . . . . .. . . . . .:· :. ".',..~_·--.:. -~- · ... : :_"', . ·-1; =. ·:_ ·:_:.. • _. . . : : ... ·: : .·.: . . .. 
. :.: :f~;~r compens;1tor. i~. i 1nplc1T1e~ited\o s~l ~e the })l'Clblem of chattering and simulation 
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The two contl'ollel's al'e improvements ovel' prior methods as they do not require 
hounds on system uncertainties, ensure that the reaching phase of the system is 
completed in finite time, a.ncl are simple to implement. 
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/J 
A Proof of Assumption 3.2 
In chapter 4 - A Control Scheme Utilizing l{nown Dynamics, it was rec1uirecl that 
the norm of the derivative oft.he inertia matrix be bounded in the following manner: 
(A.2) 
As stated page 44, there is no gei1eric proof for all systems, h·owever it can be proved 
for any ·particular rigid roboti~- J"~ia.uipula.tor ~lc~ise~L ,:, 
Belowis th~ proof f~r-_thetwo iink:~:igi"~l r,~1.lotic ma..11.iimlat:or use~l in the sim:i~l~ti~n/ 
. . . . . . .... . . . .. · .... . . ··-· . .. ..f' 
M(q) f :::-:.Jt, 
.: where 
.·.,· ·. 
· : ·. · . . : . = · ,~ 1 ;_ (q2). . (tri1 · + ·r11-2},:i- +.. ;n21'i +2rn21·rr2 cosfo2) + J1 
·. . • < ,;;,(rt,) m2,{~ i,;,.,,~ cos(q,) . ' . . .· 
. . . : · .... :. . . . .. 
. · .. · . : .... · .. 2... . . 
. · ·. /1·22- lnir2 +Jz . . 
,·· .. ···\.~· ... 
. · )'! 








! '-· - - I 
· .... ·.:·:/ ., .... 
/=' 
A - P1•oor of As1mmptio11 3.2 
Thus_ 1\l ( q) can be calculated ns 
[ . • /lll M(q) = . 
. /t 12 
where 
. . 
1-i 12 ( q,j) =· · -ni.tr11'2 shi( l/2 )<i2 
it-22 = 0 .. ·· .. 
Tl1e norni _of the matrix M .is·clefinecl as (Spong and V_iclyasagar 1987) 
... ~~:.: ... _:· .. 
. : . ~-~ . 
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Firstly calcnlate iJ 'l' ii: 
:i, 
Fiuding the eigenvalues: 
clct(i(l'!l°f - ,\I) 0 
0 
20 2 (12 - .,\ 
(5o 2 - ,\)(o 2 - ,\) - (2n2 )(2n2 ) 0 
5n"1 ~ Gn2 ,\ + ,\ 2 -: 4n'1 0 
,\ 2 - Gn2 ,\ + ci .. 1 - o 
Solving 1.h is quad rntic expression we get 
,\ - (:_J ± 2y2)a2• 
A - P1'0of or A111nnupt.iou 3,2 
Therefore 
.•/ 
= /,:Si II ( (J2}<i2, 
-
ksin(</::d(O l)q · 
' 
/i:(O 1 J<i, 





/,:2 + /,::iJl,,11 + ,.~ .• 11411 
..... 
(sinee sin O :i:;: 1.. VO) 
,I· 
, .... , 
".J-.... 
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B Simulation 1 .... 'l. .: . 
x----------------------~--------------------.;_-------------~---~~~--- ·. ··.:. -...... ~ .. -
Y. Copyright Nicola Ritter (1995) 
Y. This MATLAB program performs the simulations for Chapter 3 of 
Y. my Masters Thesis. 
.. . .. . 




1.----------------------------------------------------------- ~- ·--. 
Y. It is worth noting (for those that are possibly confused) that in··-· ... · · 
Y.·Mdl~: .. . 
1. POINT (1) 
% 
Y. [] brackets are used to define matrices -, · · 
1. e.g. identity= [1 O; O 1] 
% defines a two dimensional identity matrix 
Y. and() brackets are used to access particular 
Y. matrix 
Y. e.g. identity(1)(1) 
... · . 
t,.' 
·,·:· 
elements of the 
Y. refers to the value of row 1,. column 1 in the matrix identity. 
Y. POINT (2) 
Y. 
Y. "" , means that an expression is cqntinued on. the."following 
Y. line. 
ts...ref _joint1 = []; 
ts...ref _joint2 = D; 
t s_j oint 1 = [l; 
. ·· ... 
. . . . . 
.. _ .. : .. ·.-.. 
··.· 
B:. Simulatio11 1 
:·: ..... · .. ::::.:·_ .... · ... ·.· . ·. ···:· <.. . . 
· .. ·.· . :" . . ·: : .. -· ... ·115 
ts_joint2 = D; 
ts_count = [] ; 
ts_error1 = [] ; . ~ . .· 
.... 
. . . . 
. . . 
· .. ·.· 
. .. ~ . . .: :. . ... •: .-. . : .. '. ·. . . . 
. ·:· ..... · 
ts_controLinput2 =. ·_[]:;_ -·· ., , · .. , .. · .. > .. ·.·\:.·._.-.--:.·' ·t:--_ .. :·:·.··: .. :·· :. __ ::_-_:_·i··.· ·. · .. _.·:=.·-::'/:·· .. ·) :_~-- ··.: .··:, .. 
x- --------- .. --- · ..... · ·.·. '-~- ; : : . i < >·-~~:{( ·, : \./\ ; . 
Y. Perform the joint "initialisations: . ·ma.s·s 1·· "i':acifus ;_.and'· '.moment ... of·.··: : :· .:_·_ ·.. . . 
~-inertia------ _ _ > _ , .·· •. \: ~ .~~-- > : L_ .. :: > :· . : 
Y. Define the links: 
·massl = 0.5; 
mass2 = 1.5; r 
radius! = 1. O; 
radius2 = 0.8; .. 
··inertia.1 = ·5; 




Y.-------- :-\---- ·-------------------. ______ . _____ .-------------· .. -
Y. Perform all other.initialisations 
%----------------------------. -------------------------------------




p2 = 5; 
the error constant: 
pconstant = p1/p2; 








% Get the initial position for the robot 
stempl = 'Enter initial position for'; 
. . . . . . . . 
··.· . 
. . : . . 
. •:.· . .- ... ,· 
... · .. · .. 
. . 
·: ·.· · .. ·. ·. : ... _· ..... ~ . 
.· .·. :.-. ·!, :· . :·. 
· ....... . 
stemp2 = sprintf ( '%s joint 1 (reference = Y.o .1£): .. ,stempl ,qr1); •. 
ql = input (stemp2); 
:, 
.... ·. · .. ·-= . · .• :. ;=~~ ~ ... 
. _:~. ·_·. :>---\\{ ... ·.:: - ·<. 
': .. ·.· ... · ... 
.. <· .. 
. . . . 
.. , 
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..· .:·· . 
.... 
. . ~. .. . .. 
. ·· · · _·. ·.< \:., .. ·_ .. : stemp2 = sprintf C 'Xs joint 2 (reference = Y.O. lf): . ' stempl qr2) ·· · .. ·: .·': :_:- ·_·-: 
. · :_ ._.·: ·::·.- ·. ·. ·q2· = input (stemp2); • ·. · ·. · .. ·.·' · · · · .'·:··.,.···>.->··. <:>.· · · .. 
i Define the starting values of the state vector 
Y. i.e. the joint values and their deirivatives. 
state= [ql; q2; O; O]; 
. ii" . 
.. ·'. 
. . . 
. . > ·.-, . :.. ·::- ·::::. ·. ··:;-: ·:/·. · .. 
. .. -· . . :. 
. . _..: ·. ; ... · .. ::·.· .. ::_.· :- · .. ·· ... 
. ·.· . 
:·· .. . ··:·· ... 
· .. ·:·. =· ·. . .. _ ........ ,.·: .·· 
.: . ·:·:· .·. · ..-..... ·. ·-=-.··.··:·· .... · 
... ,· .. · .... 
:. ' : ·. · .. ·:.: .· 
Y. Define the starting values of the reference .state· . . ~- < ..-= ·-.r·:<:_:-;_- .· .. : 
Y. i.e. the reference joint values and their derivat1ve·s .. ·.:: : = .. · ·, ... _··:_,.··>:: /. 
ref_state = [qrl; qr2; O; O]; .. ·· ·· :, ·: ··,_._· ·,.· · j;. . ·:·. , ..... ·. ·. :· . ."'. :-
Y. Set the sliding mode matrix C as, 
C = (1 0 1 O; 0 1 0 1]; 
Cl= [1 O; 0 1]; 
C =:_:[Cl C2] 
. . 
. . . ... : . 
: . ,/· ... ~_·. . · ........ ·:.~ .. :·: .......... ' 
' ,........ .· . . ... . 
. . . . . . -~. . . 
........... ·.: .. ··.:. :,: .. 
C2 = [1 0; 0 1] ; ... ·. 
.· ............ . 
"•\ .. 
Y. The r;ference input is to be 5 for each· jo.int-.__ ·: ... _·<. · .. ·: ·.··. :_ ." _· .. ·. ·.".·, : . ··:·_.··: .":" .. · ·. · . 
. . ·:. ref_input = [5; 5] ; ·· , .. · · · . . . 
·:· 
. ·.· .. ·. 
•·.·. 
. .. :· 
·, •: . 
.. ·: 
. ·=, .... ."··:· ... 
Y. Describe the 
Arl = [-4 O; 0 




Y. Define parts of Br 
81 = [1 0; 0 1] ; 
of Ar . •' ...... . ..... . .. . .: . 
. ·.·. 
... ,: 
_:" .. · ... 
........ 
. . 
Y.·Define the constants used in the adaptive.equations.for 
Y. the estimates of the parameter bounds kl to k7 
. : . . 
....... '·.·. ': 
.. · ·' 
kkval ue = input C 'Ent er initial value for kkl to kk7: ') ; · · · · .... ,.=.·. ·. ·-
. : . ~· . . . . ; . . .. . . . . . . 
kkl = kkvalue; 
. kk2 = kkvalue; :: 
kk3 = kkvalue; 
kk4 = kkvalue; 
kkS = kkvalue; . ' ... 
kk6 = kkvalue; .. : · .. .... 
. kk7 = kkvalue; 
. .... ~ .· . . . . . 
......... :. : ... : ', ...... 
. . _ ....... : ·_. ... ·. : . .-·· ... :·· 
. ·.· .. 
. . . : ..... :.-... :·. .. . . ·.. ·:·~ :_.: :· :: ...... .. :· . ·, ·. .. :·:. . ... 
.. · ..... · :: . . : . 
' .. . : .. · . 
. . . ·. . . : . .-· ·'.·.-· · .. · .•. · ..... . ··:-: .. · .:·.:. · ..... ·.: :. :·. ·. · .. ·· 
.. ··.. : . . ··.·· .... ·. 
. · ... · • . . ··· .. · .. • ..• . ·: .. = .. ·:.'·:: ··._:_:· · ... ·. ·,: ·.: . .<·.·· .. ::: .. ··. 
. : . ··,. ·. · .. · ··: . ····· .. · .. 
. ·.. . .. · .. _.;: :·:·: ...... ·.·.: ."· ·: ... : · .. , ... :· .: .. ·: .· .... :.:· .:· . · ... 
.·. . . ... . :. ·. ··.-. 
. . ·.: . ... · . · .•.. =,·.= . . ·.· ... ·. · .. ·-~· ... • .. =_ .·.• .. ·.. :._·.. • . . •.. 
. ·.· .. :·. ·.=.·: .· ... 
. .... 
. . . . 
. · : ,: . . : :"· .·. 
.·. 
.· . .'' ,· ; ·.·· .. 
:-
? 
. . .. ··: .·]: . 
. ·. . ·: ,. .. . . . . . . ~-
: ·. -:":.. ;·: · .. , ...... · · - :. ·.· ·. ·;.'· 
. ,·. 
~- . . . 
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kval ue = input (; Enter initial value for kl to k7: ; ) ; 
kl = kvalue; 
k2 = kvalue; 
k3 = kvalue; 
k4 = kvalue; 
k5 = kvalue; 
k6 = kvalue; 
k7 = kvalue; 
Y. Ask the user for bounded or unbounded calculations 
bounded= 3; 
while ((bounded-= TRUE) & (bounded-= FALSE)) 




% Set heading for graphs and boundary layer size 
if (bounded== FALSE), 
delta= O; 
else 
delta= input(;Enter boundary layer size: ; ) . 
. ' 
end; 
· . % Set the time intervals 
interval = 0. 01; 
. % . ----- - ------------- ------- - ·· ... - ' .. · .- : .i .·'; :. ' .. -. ' ··.-:. "'> ' ' .•... 
Y. Initialise variables before the loop; sta.'rti<_ _ · ." . . •.. ··· < .. · .. 
%---· ------------------------ .· ____ ·: ..... ;..· ..... ·-...... :·.·· .. : ··'. :i ... ·:·.'·.·:···::·· .•.. · · .. : .... ···· . :.· ......... ·• 
% Initialise switching plane variable to zero. 
·. spvar = [O; O]; 
norm_spvar = 0 ; 
X Initialise the control input. 
controLinput =. [O; OJ ; 
'l, · Initialise the error 
error·=· state - ref _state; · 
{:··,.· _: . . 
. . . ..· .. 
. . . . ·-. . . 
_·. /?.·.·.·. 





. . : ~~~~ 
I_: . 
.:._· ... · ... 
· .. ··;=:.: 
:~ ... )~-..::. 
t.',: 
. . . H 
. . JI 
. "..t(J,1 
. · .... · ... 
. . . 
... 
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.. :· .. · ·: .' :_. . · .. 
Y. Initialise errtilde to be a 1 • 4 vector 
errtilde = [O; O; O; OJ ; 
. · .. · .. 
.'. .. . ,:,· . . 
.··_. .. ·:._.:·._ · ... ~_.;=·: .. . ··_;/ .:":·.<);:·.>_· ··.: .. · 
.. · .. · .. 
. · ... :·.:=-·: .... ·.·· ....... · .. :·.::: 
Y. Initialise epstilde..deriv to be a 1 • 2 vect·o~ · ;-·: ·,_.::_ ... :.i·-:·:.::·:=::>::· .. .-:·(·.ii=-.. :._·: __ ··.;)::_·.i:_ ..... · 
. ·~. .· ·: : . . . : .·. . : : ' : . . . 
epstilde..deriv = [O; OJ; ·_:: ,-:··=-· · ... 
for count= 1:800t 
... 
. . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
..... · 
x------------------~ --------·-·-·----~ ~-_-.·· .· ·---~ .· 
Y. Define time series variable_s for grap_hing purposes . 
~---------------------------------------------------· 
,, . 
Y. The time intervals measured in seconds 
ts_count(count) =count* interval; 
. X For each joint , define a time series function of the · 
Y. control input 
ts_control_input1(count) = control-1nput(1); 
ts_controLinput2(count) = control.input (2); 
Y. Define time series functions of the joint positions_-
ts-j oint1 (count) = state(1): 
ts_joint2(count) = state(2); 
: ·. . : · .. 
. .· .· .... 
..... -.... 
... '.: . 
.' .. 
Y. Define time series functions of the 
ts..ref _joi~t1(count) = ref_state(1); 
reference joint positi6ns .·. 
·. ts..ref .joint2(count) = ref _state(2); 
Y. Set up a time series of the error for each joint_ 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
. . . . 
·"'·: 
. . : . . . 
. . : . . ts_error1(count) = error(1); 
ts_error2(count) = error(2) ;_ . . . . . . . : ; . . . ~ ·.. . : . _; · .... : :..~- ·. .:: : .. : ·.. ... : 
• : • ."" ·· . . =·/ · .. ·.··'.."_ ·, •. ";.:;·.·,·a·:·~--:."•• • • "• ·.:· :: • ·. • 
Y.------------------------------- -- -- - - .. - - < ~. •··•·· .•.•. ··.·. 
Y. Calculate the next positions of the joints ..... 
Y.-----------------------------------------------.. ·- ·;· ...: . : .. 
Y. Calculate the inertia matrix M(q) 
m11 =(mass!+ mass2) * radius1 * radius1 
..... ,·. 
···.,· :·. 
. ·.··(._...:."-> ... ·: ·.: ·.: ·,·: . . . _ _.. 
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. . •:. 
. · .. 
-·. ·. 
: ·.··· •:.··: .. + mass2 * radius2 * radius2 ... 
.· .- . '·." · ... 
.. . 
. ·.:: : .. : .... . 
. ... ·.·:· .. ··.". :=· .. . ·. 
. . . =··. ·· ...... · ..... : 
+ 2 * mass2 * radius1 * radius2 * cos(state(2)) 
+ inertia!; 
· .... : :"": . ,;. :: :· ·." .. .- · .. 
. . '. 
. . - ·.··.· 
:· .; 
••· .... ·:·I•••, .. . 
. . : ·. . ; ... . 
. ·, . . : .· ... . 
: . . . . 
·' .. 
. ;,·:· ·;·.· .. ··.: · .... 
. . . ·. ::·. :·. : .... ··.... . . 
m12 = mass2 * radius2 * radius2 ... ; . ·.': ·~ ·. . . :: . . . . 
. : . . . ... . 
+ mass2 * radius1 * radius2 * cos(state(2));· 
. ·. . . . . . ; . . . 
:· ··:··.·.·.· .. ···. · ..... :.-=· ··=· .:: 
.. ., : ·.-. · .. 
. . . ·: ·· .. 
'. · .. :, .. · .: .·.··· ... ·"·:.·. ··.···.· · ... · 
m21 = m12; 
r . . .. . . 
. . . .. . . 
.· · ... · .. 
. . · ...... . 
. . .. 
m22 = mass2 * radius2 * radius2 + inertia2; 
• • .: • • •I 
·.· .. 
Mmatrix = [m11 m12; m21 m22]; ... . . . .... , .... 
. .. 
· ...... :. 
. ... 
Y. Calculate Coriolis and centrifugal forces vector~· f ... · ·. · ·.·. · · · 
temp = mass2 * radius! * radi us2 * sin (~tate(2) f;.:. ··. ·_:_ ... · .- _.·.· · .· ·. :: · .. ·. ;_·.· ·. 
: .... ·. . . ·.: . . : . 
:: : .·· 
f1 = temp * (state(3) * state (3) .- .· .· .. ;.. . . 
+ 2 * state(3) * state(4)); :.· ·_..·_·/. :i.· ·. · .. ·. > ·:., .. · 
... ·· .. 
. . .. . : ',. . . . 
.· :·· ···. . . 
. . · ....... · . 
: .... . i.t . . . .. f2 =temp* state(4) * state(4); 
fvector = [f 1 ;f2]; 
. . . . . . 
.. 
,,·. · .. . . · .... : . 
· ... · .. 
.• ··;. ·= 
•• !• ••• 
Y. Calculate gravity vector, g . ·. . . . ··;·. .· . 
g1 = - ( (mass1 + mass2) * radius! * co·s (state"(2) ).- ·.·.; ,_.·· ._. . :· . ·· 
+ mass2 * radius2 * cos (state(!) . . . . .,. 
+ state(2))) ... .: . . : ...... ~ ·. ·. . . ·. : . ' ..... ·. . ' .. 
* gravity; .. · .. . . ·.:: .. 
.... · .... 
. ·.:. .. :.·: .· ·· .. ·· 
: ... · ·.···· . ·; ·. · .. · 
g2 = - mass2 * radius2 * cos (state(!) + state(2)) ·. ·.<. · ··. · .·. <<· ·> :.-:· . :·: ; · 
* gravity; ·/r:: .. 
·gvector = [g1; g2]; 
. . . . . .· .. 
.. . 
.· ··.· .. ·.··. ·.·· .· 
. . : . . 
·. ·. ·.:. . . .. 
.. · .. · ... : ... : ... ··, .:·· ... · 
·:.:.·· 
. . : . . . . 
.. · ·. : ... ··.·:· .. , ' .. · .···· ·: · .... ·.·.:.; . 
Y. Split the state up into the joint valu11:!s .. · ; .. :,.-: ··· ·· ·· .. .-.- . . : .... = ~ .. ·. ·: · .. ··:=:.. . 
.... · . Y. and the derivatives · · · ···· · ::-:' · ...-.. · . ......... · .... .
joint = [state(!); state(2)]; . . .( ~ . . 
joint_deriv = [state(3); state(4)]; 
Y. Calculate the new derivatives 
j oint2..deri v = j o int..deri v + interval * ((Mmatrix\fvector) · .. : .·· •.·: , : · - : · · 
+ (Mmatrix\gvector) + (Mmatrix\controLinput)); · 
. ·. {.· :· 
.· .. · ..•. , . .-:· 
.··· 
·.·'-'" 
. B ~ Simulatiou 1 
.norm_jo:int_deriv = norm (joint..deriv, 'fro') i 
·.Y. Calculate the new joint positions 
joint= joint+ interval* joint_deriv; 
norm_j oint = norm (joint. 'fro'); 
Y. Set the new state 
state(l) = joint(l); 
stat e(2) = joint (2); 
state(3) = joint..deriv(l) i 
state ( 4) = j o int_deri v (2) ; 
%----------------------.... ·- .. · .. · .... ·~· .. --------- .- . ----
Y. Calculate the next position of the reference state 
% using the predetermined reference formulae. 
~ . 
fo ---- . . · -
ref_state(l) = 1.25 - (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) 
+ (5/12) * exp(-4 *interval* count) ... ·· 
+ (8/30) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
- (2/30) * exp(-4 * interval * count); 
.. 
. . I 
' 
· 120 
reLstate(2) = 1. 25 + (8/3) * exp(-interval * count) . . . . . . . 
- (2/3) * exp (-4 * interval * count) . . . · 
(5/3) * exp(-interval * count) . ;, .· 
+ (5/12) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
ref_state(3) = (5/3) * exp(-interval * coun.t) ... 
- (5/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count) ... · 
(8/30) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
+ (8/30) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
ref_state(4) = - (8/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
+ (8/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count) 
+ (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
- (5/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
' ._:_ :· .. ·.·.. . 
. · .. <·:;:J/' · ..· .. 
fi'i).· 
.. . . . . 
· - % Set up a variable for reference joint positions and derivatives . 
· .reLjoint = [ref_state(l); reLstate(2)]; 
·reLjoint_deriv = [reLstate(3); reLstate(4)]; 




B ~ Simulatio11 l 
Y. Calculate the error and the switching manifold 
Y. vector. 
r.-------------------------------------------------~-
Y. Calculate the error 
error= state - ref_state; 
% Calculate errtilde 
errtilde(l) = sign(error(l)) * abs(error(l))"pconstant; 
errtilde(2) = sign(error(2)) * abs(error(2))"pconstant; 
errtilde(3) = error(3); 
errtilde(4) = error(4); 
Y. Calculate the switching manifold vector 
spvar = C * errtilde; 
Y. Calculate the norm of the switching manifold vector . 
norm_spvar = norm (spvar, ~fro ~yi 
%- ' .... -~.-,:· -- -- ... · .· .. ' .. · .: -..... _,_.i.-' .· - - - · .. · ·. ·: ... · 
Y. Calculate·. the control i11put·fo(the· next·_.iteration.· 
. % - .·~ .· .. - - ' ... - .· .. ' . ' ' . . ' ' _- . . ' > 
:.; .·· 
. If '((norm_spvar == o) &(bounded-~=FALSE)}: I . :< .· ·· .. · ... 
·· .. (~ ( n orm_sp_v ar "'.= o) · & . (e:r ror· ( 9 == ' o' I · error (2) ·,,;= :o)) -; 
_ control.input· = [O; OJ ; · 
· ·else. 
%---- - -- --- . -- .. < ' - :. ' .. ·· > ... -·. : ' · .. 
% .Calculate the new> estimates. of the: · .. ,. 
% parameter bounds kl :to k7 . 
%------. --- . ·- .-·. : ... : .... ___ . _________ .- ·. ----·. 
Y. Calculate the derivative of epstilde 
epstilde..deriv(l) · ... 
121 
= pconstant * sign(error(l)) * abs(error(l))"(pconstant-1) .. ; 
* error(3); .. . 
epst ilde_deri v ( 2) .. . 
= pconstant * sign(error(2)) * abs(error(2))"(pconstant-1):·· 
* error(4); 
% Calculate a temporary value used for kl and for the · 
.· % w factor in the control input formula. 
·.·-. ;·· .. 
··.-···-.=- : ... . .=· ... 
. . . . . : .. · .. ;. .- . ~·- .. ,- · .... ~.-:-.-. .. ·· ...... . 
. .. ' .... ·.·: ....... . : . :· . . ,. . . . ..... . 
. . . . . • . · ....... ; . :· =·· .• ··:.:· •. . 'c=,.-·~ : .......... · .. . 
. .. 
. ... ·. ··· .. 
. ·. B - Simulaticm 1 
.· ... ·.:: .. 
; ... ; ... ·.·: .. · .. 
.. · .. --,·>>.·:·. = .. -:· 
.. .. ··.··:·:, .··•.· · .. :: 
... ·.::-_. 
. : . · ...... 
....... ····· 
... 
. : .; 
. · .... · ·. 
. . : ·~ ,. . . 
. temp...matrix = -Ari * ref _joint . ~. · 
- Ar2 * ref_joint..deriv 
+ C1 * epstilde...deriv - B1 * ref_input; 
. norm_temp..matrix = norm (temp.matrix, 'fro'); 
% Calculate the new values of the estimates k1 to k7 
k1 = k1 +interval* kk1 * norm_spvar * norm_temp..matrix; 
k2 = k2 + 0.5 *interval* kk2 * norm-spvarA2; 
122 
.···.· .. · 
: . : : .. 
k3 = k3 + 0.5 * interval * kk3 * norm_spvar112 * norm_joint; ·. 
k4 = k4 + 0.5 *interval* kk4 * norm..spvar112 
* norm_j o int..deri v; 
kS = k5 + interval * kkS * norm_spvar,;, 
k6 = k6 + interval * kk6 * norm_spvarf. * norm_joint; . 
k7 = k7 + interval * kk7 * norm_spvar ~,\ norm_j oint_d.eri vA2_; ,·· 
. . 
%------------------------------------~------
% Calculate the.w factor used in the 
· % calculation of the control input·, required 
% for the next i teratiori of the· loop . . · . · 
%----------------------------- .----- .. -.-.. : _ ...... ·: .·. 
wfactor = k1 * norm_tempJD.atrix .... 
+ 0. 5 * norm_spvar ... 
.. . ... . · ... 
* (k2 + k3 * norm_joint .· .. 
. · . + k4 * norm_joint..de:dv) 
. . . + k5 + k6 * norm_joint ... 
·• .. · ·.. . ·· .·. :,: : .· . ·. ·. · -:· .· ·+. =.k7 * norm_j o int _der'i v * norm_j o int_deri v.; .: 
.. :· .. . . . . . . . · .
. . .. ·.. , >, :: :·,r //'..< : ..... • ----- --- ------------- .. ---
. · ·. : .. · ·'.· .·· · ·. · . •· %'_ .. Calc.ulate. the new control input 
. : · .. · . :--. ·, ......... · ... :t .. · .. ·.= : .. ·. % ·.. ,.· ... '··:· ·. :· _._· --------- . ------- . --.---------------· 
. · · .·· .· .. : .. ·.· .:·: · .... ·. :'::. ·-".1f ( (bounded =~ FALSE) I .... 
. \ · .. 
;·· 




. · ... 
·:· · . 
=·: .··.· ·: ·: 
.... :·. :·.:· 
. . ~·: : . : 
. · ..... : 
. ··.· .. ·.: 
... 
. . .. ~ .. :· ... 
..... 
.. ·.· ·.··· . 
.-·: .. . ·· ... 
.. . · ... ·.:=·: ..... .-·· ···:. ((bounded== TRUE)&; (norm_;;pvar >= delta))), .···. :···. · .
.. . ,._. ·,·.= ,.: · .. · . control.input = - (spvar / norm..spvar) * wfactor; · · .· · . ·• :·: ... :.: ... ·. ,:.-... >. · ... 
. . . '· ··.. . ··. .. . . 
· ::·,··: ····: · else · · ·· .... ·= ........ ·_. ... >·:.-:. ··:: :: .. 






= - (spvar /delta)* wfactor; . 
... · % .. -------... -- ... --.----:--. ·. --··. - .. - .· ·. -. - ·. - .. - . : ··.·· ·.:·.· .... :·:.-.·., . 
. % :Output·. C.OUilt ; .,so·: that . 'time.. can .. be . seen to. pass . ·: •• 
% _' ' ,,, . : .· ._- .·· ·. - > _ .. -- - ' - •. •.• . ~;:;. 
. ·._.-.:. 
, ~ ·. ' .. : . --~ . . · .. -.... · • .. ·· 
. ·; . ·... . --: .... ' -~ .... .;._ . . . _· . ~· ·1 
. ;" · ... : .. ··. • ... , .. : 
.. : .. • 
.· .. · _.····.=· ... 
. : ...... 
. · . .:-.. "\ ·_:· . _. 
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.. ··; . · .. 
. ··: 
. ... · .. 
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: · .... , ./\:>·,.,;: 
: ..... . 
..... ·.· 
x-----------------------..;.-----~~:""~-~---·~.-;..-;:;._~----·-·~~:"""'.7;,. ____ ~~~~~- _. < .. · .. ·. :.·· "-:. . 
X Plot the results stored in the time ~~;ies·~ariabf~s~· · .. ·: .·· ... :· .:.\.:·, ··.-:-_:.·· :·· 
:-~~-~~~~-~~-:~=~---------------~---0--~~---------~; __ 2_-f:;C"'~f ~~? -_- ·_ --•- _._--
. ·. ·. : .·'·. ·.· . 
. =· ·.: ....... ·: .. :· ... ,.·. .· 
. ·,. :··. ·:. . . .. . 
figure(1>; . · !(> · .-><·.-.·.:· · .. : j (·· . -< .-.. ·.· _.·. · .. : · · > 
plot (ts_count. ts..ref_joint1, '"c~' ~ ts_count, tsJ]"c.i"intf,:-.::'.y.":_"..':).; ... ,". ::.·.·,· .. ·.: .. 
ylabel ( 'The output tracking of joint· 1 (rad)') ;·)f >·:· .. ·:.·-;r>./:· ... ; ..>:'/:.:.·.···-:::_··_;_..-:··,:.-:, :_:.< ·. 
xlabel('Time t (s)'); .;J--: .. .-.· .. :.··,·· ·· . .:-~::·:<.:< .. :.:· . ;.,. ,". :."·· .. · ... 
text (3, 0. 8, '_ qr1 ') ; · ,::_.'. · ·. · ..· .. <···:.·· ·,_-(· ·: .. :·><> · .. ··.-:. '. · 
text (3 ,0. 7,'..... q1 '); · · .·'.··<<·,._.: ·. ·. . :_.. ·.:>-:· . ...._. ··.: · · 
•: ·'· .· ··.: .... . print figure1; . · .... . . ·. . ... :.= ·.· ... 
. :·. ·. . .. . · . 
. .. ,· ;. .. . . · .. 
··· .. : .· = . . :·.:: ·. .. ·.: ... · ... :··' ,· :· .·· .. . . :·. 
figure (2) ; . · '.:· .. _. .. .., ... , .. <\: .. _- .. _.i .. ·,_. :'., .: .. /_."·:. :-.\· · .. . : . _,::-.- · ·. · . 
plot (ts_count, ts..ref _joint2,. ~c:~·-: •.. · .. "t_~·~co"iinf·/.ts~joirit2~ \'-y: ') ;··· ... · :.· ·· . .,. ....... · 
ylabel ( 'The OU tput tr.ackiri°g". .. of .. :· j o\nt . ." .. 2. ·:: (r.i~_)°) :·i. . ·· :: ·· ... ·.'. ·.:\.:··< · ·> <" .. ·_. ·:), ·--.;: ; .·. · .-· .. 
xlabel ( 'Time t ( s) ') ; · · .. ·.· · · ·. . · < ·. · :· . ..-.. ·· ·: · · ·.:. _.: .··. · .: :: .. : ' .. · . ." .-_. · · ·.·· · <· .. · · .-. · · ·. 
text (3, 1. 8, '_ qr'.i') ;· .: · .·:. ·. ·_-. .- . : ·. ·.:., ·>· .. · .. ·. ·.·"<·: _::.· :. ··'.·· ·.' ::· . .-· · ·.:.· ... .< ._.\:_. · :: ·.: .. .-··, ·· .. · : : 
text(3,1.7,·' ...... ·q2·'.);.· .:· ... ··:.· · .... ··:·· .. ... .-·· ... :··.·.· ·.· ,.·· .···.:.·.: .. :·:. : .... ·: _.·,,·~· 
print figure2; ,· . ·· · .,·,· .. . . . >·.,..:, .. ·: .. ·. · ...... . 
. . . · .. 
. . . (\ ·· .. :--.· · ..... -.: ·. :· ..... : ··i .. ·· . .. · . -_:"; . . . 
figure(3); . . .,· . ·.:-·: ... ·· ..... . 
plot ( t s_count, t s_erro.r1) : ·, . . . , . . · .. / .. ::- . : · .. _..,-, .··. · .. · .... ·. ·. ·, . :. · · · . · ..
axis( [O 8 -0.2 0. 2].); . . , . ._ · :····.·. _.·. :--···<:-- .<::. ... _.. >··:· · .. ·.·· : · ·. :.''.·· · 
ylabel ( 'The output tracking err·or of j"6'int. ·1:_·.·(~ad)/)._";> >,._..·· .. ." ., . ..-..:" ·, :: -.:..-.··._. .. :. :. <_··.· .. · i·, 
xlabel('Time t (s)'); · ·. :.. · ,:·-:_.·.:.: .... :.·.\\ .... ··.:.:/.··.·:.·: .·· . .-·.:i··:.; ... :·;:·.··.·.· .. \'. ... ':: ... ···.:>. · 
print figure3; .. .. . .. ..·. . ........ ·. . .. . 
. . ·, 
. . . .. . . 
: .. · .. · ..... ·:_:_:-" ... = ·.: .. = ............ ·: .• 
figure(4); .. :· .. 
.: . : ·, . 
. . · .... · , .. 
.. _·. 
: : .' .·. : . • .. ·. plot (ts_count, ts_error2); 
axis([O 8 -0.2 0.2]); 
ylabel('The output tracking 
xlabel('Time t (s) 1 ); 
. . . . . .· .. · ... · . ·=·····. . -. .... : 
error of joint. 2 (;ad).-~)·; .. ::··:}.- ·:··:.-_:.i;\:.:_" ... :{.: .. :/.\./:;.\_:/i.·::.·:·· ;::.<:.·<. 
print figure4; 
figure(5); 
plot (ts_count, ts_control_inputl); 
axis ( [O 8 -50 50]); . 
y 1 abel( "The control input of joint 1 (Nm) ") ; 
---.-:·.- ...... · 
.. ..:·-. 
•• r • ' ·~· .. -... ·: ~·.: ,· ?/~ ~·.-_.: ·=·· • :-=··. ·.:.:·,:~: ·:~: ·:· ·. - ~:: . : :· .. :· .. ·.~?·.·· ·~,; :-· ·:= 
. :· : . . . :·. . ~ .... 
... ;• . . ~ 
'.>._'/.' . ··-._, · .. :·:··. ::·:1 • .. ·.: 
·.:· ... 
=·· 
. :. -··. 
.: .. ,. 
. ··:.~.· 
B - Shnulat.iou 1 
xlabel('Time t (s)'); 
print figures; 
figure(6); 
plot (ts_count, ts_control..input2); ·;~ 
axis([O 8 -50 50]); 
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.· ., . ·. 
-· · .. : . 
. ... ·.··\.·.· .. : ...... ·.-· ..... ·,. :·. 
.· ........ 
.. .. : .. ;. · . 
. ·, ·,·.· .. ···., 
-· '· · .. =·.:. :_. ,•·.· · .. ·.· .. •'··.= .... 
.. · ··· .. : ... · ·.::···. · .. · :· · .. , 
.:.:::· :·=·.· .. ·: . . :. :·.-.':.· .. = .. :··;· 
.. ··.: 
. •: ·. · .. ~ : ·. . .. • .. ·. . . . . i·:· . 
.. ~ 
.. · ... .... :.:·r:,. .··. · .. ; :.-: .. :_. 
.. . =.. . ! : . . . . . ~· . 
ylabel('The control input of joint 2 
xlabel('Time t (s)'); 
(Nm)')-;_ . · .. .. 
·: .. . :·: 
. •: .... · .: .... 
. . = •.. : .·: · .• ·. _. .... ~ .:· .: • : . 
print figure6; . ·- .. ' ... ·~ ·:. ·:. : 
· ......... .. 
. ··,.:· . . • . ..! ........ ··.· 
. . ·. · ..-·::; ...... .. .. ·~ .. .... i :. ; ·. 
· .. · .. ·. · .. ··.· ··-· .. 
. ·: .. . 
.. ···;.:.·.· ... ·, .·. 
. ...... 
. . . . . ."·:.·:.: 
: . : ~.-· :. : . . ·.. _. .... 
. ·:.· . ··.· 
. : .... · .. 
.. ::· .. 
. ·.·. · .. 
·.•.;. 
.. ·: .. : 
. . 
'· · ... 
:~-.. : · ... : . 
. '· 
... ·. 
·. ·: .·. ·H 
..·:,·· . 
.. ··,,· 





. · .. 
........ 
.. ·.: ·.':·· 
·.· .. , 
... 
. . . :.·· 
.... ··. 
· .. 
. .. .: ..... ' . 
.. ··. :. 
. . 
·, 
. :·· ... 
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i~ 
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'·· . 
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C Simulation 2 
I/ h----------------------------------------------------------------
Y. Copyright Nicola Ritter (1995) 





Y. It is worth noting (for those that are possibly confused) that in. ff 
Y. Matlab: 
Y. POINT (1) 
Y. 
Y. [] brackets are used to define matrices 
Y. e.g. identity = [1 O; 0 1] 
Y. defines a two dimensional identity matrix 
Y. and() brackets are used to access particular elements of the 
Y. matrix 
Y. e.g. identity(!)(!) 
Y. refers to the value of row 1, column 1 in the matrix identity. 
Y, POINT (2) 
'I. 
. . . . Y. ~ means that an expres~ion is ~ontinued on the following· 
Y. line. . .· .. '.. 
·Y.----------------- ..... - - .. ·.· .:.-.::::::,·-··-::,. __ ti, ···:· .. - ·<···· .. ·. "· .. ·· - . 
' .-· .. ·· .. 
• ;·._-. F •• :_t'.:< 
tDefine _ some cons~ant{, j~i;~!if lr!}ti}i)11~~!'f i:'i;,>&;,(''. 
· ····TRUE = 1; 
FALSE = 0; 
Y.--------- - ' - ' ---- •-' - -~ ' .· ' .-- '.·. ·· ....... ·::_:: ::··.··:',;;,::,··:)::_::\,'"'./'",::• 
% Perform initialisation of time series data - ·._ ')·:·;,: .. "':"·; /:.i(' :· ·· . 
%------------------ -____ - '' -. - .·'' .· ' ·.' - -· ' .: ... : .:,:: .. c/_:,,::: .. /ft,s'.\::.:;,:::<;;::> :::'..·::::: ::: · ... ·· 
t s.reLj oint 1 = [] ; 
ts.ref_joint2 = []; 
... ~~('· · .. 
. ,~,:.:t? · . 




·~ .~·. . · .. - . ·. -. . : ; . ' . 
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ts_jointl = []; 
ts_j oint2 = [] ; 
ts_count = D ; 
ts_errorl = []; 
• • :• • •. • ... :- ••' .: • • - •.:• • - • •• • • -~. ~·.:·.-·.: ~ r - •. •,. • • · ..... -. 
.· ... · 
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.. 
t s_error2 = [] ; 
ts_control_input 1 
t s_control-input2 
.· . · ..... ·. .· 
•• • ••• ·= •••• ·.·." ..... :· • •• : •••• :· 
·. · ..-.:·: .. ·= ... 
.. · . '·.·:. ·. · .. · 
.· .. · ··J·.: 
. · .. .' 
= [J°; 
= []; 
. . : . . 
. ·..... . ·... . i~: : : ·.·.. ; .- ... : . . : . 
,·· ... ,.: .. 
.··: . 
. . : ·.· . : 
%---------- ---------~-~-~-~~-~:~/·:"'.'.·-~-~~-~-~-.;..;.:~~~~-~~~~---;----~~-~~-~--~.7~~-~:: .·. 
Y. Perform the j O int initial is"a.t ion"s:. mass I radius and moment .·of ,· 
Y. inertia ... ·: ,·. · .· :·. ·,·.- _... · · . . : : · · ... ·. ·.· .-. ·. ·: 
Y.-----------------------~-- ~--~--~ __ . __ . __ .-- ~------. ~--· __ ._ 
Y. Define the links: 
massl = 0.5; 
mass2 = 1.5; 
radiusl = 1.0; 
radius2 = 0.8; 
inert:.al = 5; 
inertia2 = 5; 
Y. Define the nominal (estimated) value for the masses 
n..Jnassl = 0 .. 4; 
n...mass2 = 1t2j 





. . ... ·. ~ :: . ·:: ··:,. : .·· . .:· .. . 
:- .. =·.· .. :.·. :· .... ·· .. ·· ... :·· . 
. : · .. ·.· 
.... ·.: 
Y. Set the value for gravity 
gravity = 9. 81; 
. ·.····· 
. . . . . . ~. ·: . 
... ·.:·::·: .. ··. · .. 
. ~· . . . ~ ... :·. . . 
·-Y. Define 
pl= 3; 
p2 = 5; 
the 'p' error constant: ; i (I." · .. ·· ........ ·· 
pconstant = p1/p2; 
% Set the initial position for the referenc~ model .. ··· 
qr1 = 0.2; 
. qr2 = 2. O; 
.. '--~---~ .. 
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X Get the initial position for the robot 
stempl = 'Enter initial position for'; 
stemp2 = sprintf('Y.s joint 1 (reference= Y.0.1f): ',stemp1,qr1); 
q1 = input (stemp2); 
stemp2 = sprintf('Y.s joint 2 (reference= Y.0.1f): ',stemp1,qr2); 
q2 = input (stemp2); 
Y. Define the starting values of the state vector 
% i.e. the joint values and their derivatives. 
state = [ql; q2; O; OJ ; 
X Define the starting values of the reference state 
Y. i.e. the reference joint values and their derivatives. 
ref_state = [qr1; qr2; O; O]; 
Y. The sliding mode uses C as defined below 
Y. and C = [C1 C2] 
C = [1 0 1 O; 0 1 0 1]; 
C1 = [1 0; 0 1] ; 
C2 = [1 0; 0 1] ; 
Y. The reference input is to be 5 for each joint 
ref_input = [5;5]; 
Y. Describe the feedback matrix 
K = [-4 0 -5 O; 0 -4 0 -5]; 
Y. Describe the constants for the linearized nominal system 
Y. Ae =A+ B * K; 
A= [O O 1 O; 0 0 0 1; 0 0 0 O; 0 0 0 O]; 
B = [O O ; 0 0 ; 1 0 ; 0 1] ; 
% Define the constants used 1n the adaptive equations 
Y. the estimates of the parameter bounds bO to b2 
bkO = 10; 
bk1 = 10; 
bk2 = 10; 
for 
Y. Define the starting values far the estimates of the parameter 
% bounds bO to b2 
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bval ue = input ( "Enter initial value for bO to b.2: ") ; 
bO = bvalue; 
b1 = bvalue; 
b2 = bvalue; 
Y. Ask the user for bounded or unbounded calculations 
bounded= 3; 
while ((bounded-= TRUE) & (bounded-= FALSE)) 
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stemp1 = sprintf("(Y.d) Unbounded or (Y.d) Bounded simulation?:· ".,. 
,FALSE. TRUE); 
bounded= input(stemp1); 
end Y. while 
Y. Set boundary layer size 
if (bounded== FALSE), 
delta = O; 
else 
delta= input('Enter boundary layer size: "); 
end; 
Y. Set the time interva1"!3 
interval= 0.01; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Initialise variables before the loop starts . 
%---------------------· --------------------------------------------
Y. Initialise the switching manifold vector and its norm to zero 
spvar = [O; ·OJ; 
norm_spvar = 0; 
Y. Initialise control inputs to zero 
nominal.input = [O; OJ; 
compensator= [O; O]; 
control.input= [O; O]; 
Y. Initialise error 
error= state - ref_state; 
Y. Initialise ref_joint.2deriv to be a 1 * 2 vector 
ref_joint.2deriv = [O; O]; 
·:t. 
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X Initialise epstilde...deriv to be a 1 * 2 vector 
epstilde..deriv = [O; O]; 
x-----------------------------------------------------------·----




for count= 1:800, 
Y.---------------------------------------------------
1. Define time series variables for graphing purposes 
1.---------------------------------------------------
Y. Set up a time series variable for graphing purposes, 
Y. measured in seconds 
ts_count(count) =count* interval; 
Y. For each joint, define a time series function of 
Y. the control input 
ts_controLinputl (count) = controLinput(l); 
ts_control..input2(count) = control_input(2); 
Y. Define time series functions of the joint· positions 
ts_jointl(count) = state(l); 
ts_joint2(count) = state(2); 
Y. Define time series functions for the reference joint 
% positions 
ts..ref _j ointl(count) = ref_state(l); 
ts..ref_joint2(count) = ref_state(2); 
% Set up a time series of the error for each joint 
ts_errorl(count) = error(l); 




Y. Calculate the current actual position of the robot 
% joints. 
1.---------------------------------------------------
X Split the state up into the joint values and the derivatives 
· C - Sim11latio11 2 
· Y. Calculate the inertia matrix M(q) 
m11 =(mass!+ mass2) *radius!* radius! 
+ mass2 * radius2 * radius2 ... 
+ 2 * mass2 *radius!* radius2 * cos(state(2)) 
+ inertial; 
m12 = mass2 * radius2 * radius2 ... 
+ mass2 *radius!* radius2 * cos(state(2)); 
m21 = m12; 
m22 = mass2 * radius2 * radius2 + inertia2; 
Mmatrix = [m11 m12; m21 m22]; 
Y. Calculate Coriolis and centrifugal forces vector, f. 
temp= mass2 *radius!* radius2 * sin (state(2)); 
fl= temp* (state(3) * state(3) 
+ 2 * state(3) * state(4)); 
f2 =temp* state(4) * state(4); 
fvector = [f1;f2]; 
Y. Calculate gravity vector, g. 
g1 = - ( (mass!+ mass2) *radius!* cos (state(2)) 
+ mass2 * radius2 * cos (state(!) ... 
+ state(2))) ... 
* gravity; 
g2 = - mass2 * radius2 * cos (state(l) + state(2)) ... 
* gravity; 
gvector = [g1; g2] ; 
Y. Split the state up into the joint values 
Y. and the derivatives 
joint= [state(!); state(2)]; 
joint_deriv = [state(3); state(4)]; 
Y. Calculate the new derivatives 
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joint-deriv = joint..deriv + interval * ((Mmatrix\fvector) + ... 
(Mmatrix\gvector) + (Mmatrix\control...input)); 
norm_joint_deriv = norm (j oint-<leriv, "fro"); 
Y. Calculate the new joint positions 
joint = joint + interval * joint-Cieri v; 
norm_j oint = norm (joint, 'fro') ; 
Y. Set the new state 
state(!) = joint(!); 
state(2) = joint(2); 
state(3) = joint_deriv(l); 
state(4) = joint_deriv(2); 
<>-.. 
·: . ., ··;! 
%---------------------------------- -- --- '. --------
% Calculate the new reference positions for the joints 
% and the reference position derivatives. 
%---------------------------------------------------
ref_state(l) = 1.25 - (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) 
+ (5/12) * exp(-4 *interval* count) 
+ (0.8/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
- (0.2/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
ref_state(2) = 1.25 + (8/3) * exp(-interval * count) 
- (2/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count) 
- (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
+ (5/12) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
ref_state(3) = (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
- (5/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count) 
- (0.8/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
+ (0.8/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
ref_state(4) = - (8/3) * exp(-interval * count) 
+ (8/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count) 
+ (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
(5/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count)j 
reLjoint..2deriv(1) ... 
= - (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
+ (20/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count) 
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.·.; 
+ (0.8/3) * exp(~interval * count) 
(3.2/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count);. 
ref _j oint.2deri v (2) 
= + (8/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
- (32/3) • exp(-4 *interval• count) 
- (5/3) * exp(-interval * count) ... 
+ (20/3) * exp(-4 *interval* count); 
132 
Y. Set up a variable for reference joint positions and derivatives 
ref _joint = [ref_state( 1) i ref _state(2)]; 
ref_joint..deriv = [ref_state(3); ref_state(4)]; 
Y.---------------------------------------------------
Y. Calculate the error values 
1.-----------------------------------------------. ---
Y. Calculate exact error 
error= state - ref_state; 
% Split the exact error into joint.error 
Y. and derivatives of joint_error 
joint_error = [error(l); error(2)]; 
joint_error..deriv = [error(3); error(4)] i 
Y. Calculate the norm of joint_error 
norm_joint_error = norm (joint_error, 'fro'); 
Y. Calculate errtilde 
errtilde = [sign(error(1)) * abs(error(1))Apconstant; 
sign(error(2)) * abs(error(2))Apconstant; 
error(3); ... 
error(4)] i 
Y. Calculate the derivative of epstilde 
epstilde.deriv( 1) ... 
= pconstant * sign(error(1)) * abs(error(l))A(pconstant-1) ... 
* error(3) i ••• 
epstilde.deriv(2) ... 
= pconstant * sign(error(2)) * abs(error(2))A(pconstant-1) ... 
* error(4); 
.· ..... . 
~=··./?:: __ ·.. · ........ _ ~.: / . ·.- ~- .::/." , .... ~_- :· .. : . .":. . . ··: .. . . . : .. ·. · ..... : ··___ ~- . . . . . .· :.. . . ... ' ·· ....... . 
.·. . 
: ., . . ' : . ~. _: .. : :_ . .. _·. : . • • I • • .... . . . . . 
. .. .. · .... 
... 
.•· . 
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Y.---------------------------------------------------
Y. Calculate the switching manifold vector 
Y.---------------------------------------------------
Y. Calculate the switching manifold vector 
spvar = C * errtilde; 
Y. Calculate the norm of the switching manifold vector 
norm..spvar = norm (spvar, 'rro'); 
~---------------------------------------------------
,, . 
Y. Calculate the nominal part of the control input 
r.----------------------~----------------------------
Y. Calculate the nominal inertia matrix 
nJR11 = (nJnass1 + nJnass2) *radius!* radius! ... 
+ n.mass2 * radius2 * radius2 
+ 2 * n.mass2 *radius!* radius2 * cos(state(2)) 
+ inertia!; 
n_rn12 = nJ11ass2 * radius2 * r·adius2 ... 
+ n.mass2 * radius 1.' * radius2 * cos ( state (2)) ; 
n..m21 = n.m12; 
n_rn22 = n.mass2 * radius2 * radius2 + inertia2; 
n.Mmatrix = [n.m11 n.Jll12; n.m21 nJ1122] ; 
Y. Calculate Coriolis and centrifugal forces nominal matrix 
temp= n.mass2 *radius!* radius2 * sin (state(2)); 
..... 
n_f1 = temp * (state(3) * state(3) + 2 * state(3) * state(4)); 
n_f2 = - temp * state(4) * state(4); 
n_fvector = [n_f 1; n_f2] ; 
% Calculate nominal gravity matrix 
n_g1 = - ( (n.mas s 1 + n_rnass2) * radius 1 * cos ( state ( 2)) + .... 
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n_g2 = - n..mass2 * radi us2 * cos ( state ( 1) + st ate ( 2)) * gravity;• 
n..gvector = [n...g1; n_g2] ; 
% Calculate combined Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity matrix 
n...hvector = n_fvector + n..gvector; 
% Calculate the nominal control input 
nominaLinput = n....Mmatrix * K * error ... 
- n...hvector + n..Mmatrix * ref _j oint-2deri v; 
%---------------------------------------------------
% Calculate the compensator 
v---------------------------------------------------~ . 
% Calculate an interim value and its norm 
interim= spvar; * C * 8 / n....Mmatrix; 
norm_interim = norm(interim, ;fro;); 
if ((norm_in t er~· .. 11 == 0) & (bounded == FALSE)) ... 
I c-cnorm-.interim == o) & (error(!)== o I error(2) -- o)), 
compensator= [O; OJ; 
else 
% Calculate a temporary value 
b_temp = C * B / n....Mmatrix; 
norm_b_temp = norm (b_temp, 1 fro 1 ); 
b_value = norm_spvar * norm_b_temp; 
% Calculate the new estimates for the parameter bounds 
bO = bO +interval* bkO * b_value; 
b1 =bl+ interval* bk!* b_value * norm_joint; 
b2 = b2 + interval * bk2 * b_val ue * norm_j o int-1l.er i vA2; 
% Calculate terms of thew factor used to calculate the 
% compensator 
fterml = -spvar 1 * C * (A+B*K) * error; 
fterm2 = -b_value ... 
* (bO + b1 * norm_joint + b2 * norm..joint_derivA2); 
... -.. ·-.. . •.: 
.. · .."::: .·~··.;:·t:~ ...... ' ·. · .. -.. ·,.. :· =" 
·.·. ·.·. ·· .. 
....... ·.. . ··: ·- ...... :··': .. ·. ~-,:·.,:· : ... · .. =· .... ::.: ••. _. .. :·.:.·. : ....... :· •. : ·: . .-= / .: ·.:. · .. :··· ·:=: ... . ·. .. ~. .. . 
.. . .. 
. ·:.: : · .. ~ .. . .. - .• : ···:·.·:·'·:_ ... = .. ·. _:_ ... · .. · .'.• · .... ' ........ . .. 
. . ·.'. ·--:. 
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• • I • • ·,:. 
.·:: .. ·:;·: .... · ... ·.·.· 
..... 
· .. · 
. ·=· .: .... :·. fterm3 = -spvar" • Cl * epstilde..deriv;· · 
. ,· . . .. 
. ·.· ..... fterm4 = spvar' *Cl* joint_error_deriv; .. =· .. · 
. . . · ..... 
-wfactor = fterml + fterm2 + fterm3 + fterm4; .. : <·._:.- :· ·:.· ... . :·.: .. : . 
.. 
. ··.·.:' .... 
. .: .:.-:-: .. ·:: .. . ·.: . ·." ... 
if ((bounded== FALSE) I 
((bounded == TRUE) & (norm_interim >= delta))),· 
compensator = interim' / norm_interiml\2 * wf actor; · · · 
else . · ... ·.·· ... 
compensator= interim'/ -deltaA2·• wfactor; 
end; Y.if 
. ··: .. · ... · ..... 
end Y.if 
. ·. ·~ 
. \. · .. ·.:. . . -... 
Y.---------.... - ...... ·· ·· .. , .. >.: ·_ .. · :;·_··- .. :·::;· .. ·._·_...: ?·:._; -· ... -- .. - .. - · ... ·: : - ,.'. '. · ... . 
Y. Cal cul ate ._t_he_ . i::ont·r:o_l\ inp·ut i. from' · ~ts· two · parts·: .· , : , : ·. ·. · ... · · .. ·. ' ·· 
Y. . - ~ :~~ _·_::.:<-:i.;:/::)}./i.:-:./ ;_:.;_·._::::;:· .. , .. :_·... . . . . . ... . .... ·. · ..:. ·:·_.\_:.·<. 
control...input. ~-----riri~i~-~i:J"~~~~::";~· ~~mp"e~·sat~r; .· . .., .... ·· 
. . 
. ·' . . ·.· ... 
' . . ~. : . 
. ··:· 
. . . ;, .. 
. . . . ·: .. · .. : .:·:·: ··-: .• ·· . . · .. : ·.·.· ... ·.-. . . . : .·· .. . . .......... ·. . 
·x. ----. -- .·. · __ -:·i ~ ·.··. :_<_ : __ ·:·:<-/·-::-_·. _·· ... _._.· ·._ .. _ .. ~-- .: . - .- ;_. __ .... , :.;:_'. .. ·_;\~. '..:::/:"::::_·_:"·,.-;::.\_:·'.<>-._._ ··:_·.·_:· .... : .. ·. -... · ... ··. __ ·· 
Y. Output count· so· that· ''time" can:-be· s·een·::·to.··.:-pass·,_:.<._'..":'<.",.-.· .·._: .·· .. _.-... · ··. ··. ·.-· .. 
. . . . : . . 
· .. ·. . . · .. · . 
. .. . ·.·. 
count .. · .. 
. . ···:'·."· .··: ... 
end Y. for loop ... ·: ·. ;,· . .-.. ::- :· ····., _: :.:.- ._. _ _. ... 
. : . . . . . 
Y. Plot the result·s.;st.ored in the time···.·series .. va.ria.bles,·, ·._··:- ·./':.:_:<::: ... '<":·_:-.:··:: 
- ; •• ~d _- save_ tO. f ?"'.\li-·_-.;·• -••• :-:: '.' :•._-- •--· _:- .- • __ -i ••. -• . -· -• -•---_-•. -- __ ._{._.•: ·; :·:._{f t:}ilrJ:::::;~;'.• -
·figure(1); . _ . . . ·.-, 
plot (tS_COUn1:;.)°j;gJef'.::..joint11 "C-, 1 tS_CQUnt) ts_jointl I .'Y :_-.').(· -.- .. 
· .. ·. 'ylabel('Tha output tracking of joint 1 (rad)'); 
xlabel('Time t (s)'); 
. text(3,0.8,"_ qrl'); 
text(3,0.7,' ..... q1"); 
print figure!; 
..... _._ :.-. _'{_· . .-
....... 
,., 
. ... . ·:. ·. ·:: : ..... · .... · ......... -.. :·.:. : .... -.. · .... ·. . . . . -. . : ·. :·.- .: .. _· •. ·. ·: .. ."· .. -.=.~ ... ·~· --~-. · .. -..:-= ... : . •.. . . _;:· ;} ,· .... ·. . ·~ . 
. ·· ,· . . .· .. ·. '····.· ... ·.·.·. ·:: 
. . . . · .• ... =.· ··: -:· .. : . · .. :· •... ·.-.. · :-·· .·-=··. 
. ' .. ·::. · . . : . .··· · .......... : . ,.:. 
.·.· .. 
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. . : . . . 
' 
·. · ... -:_" . ~ '·.· ... ~ · ..... ·::. : .. ·. ·:· .. :.. . . .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. .. ·. ·. ·.··._: ./, ·: .. ·· .... ·· . 
. ·,. ···.·: . 
. . · .. : ::··i··\/./i:i,>.<.: .. ';-... ;-:=.·::.·ifig~re(2); · 
:· .. ·.·· ... ·:··--.· .. ,.:·.-.:--.:--:·.i .· .. ·plot (ts_count, ts.ref_joi"nt2. 'c-', ts_count, ts_joint2~ 
· ... · .. ,..; .... 





·· · :.':i '.· _:. : : ·. -··· ·· yl.abel ('The output tracking of joi.nt 2 Cr.ad)'); 
· · · xlabel( 'Time t (s) '); 
.. ·.· .. 
text(3,1.8,'_ qr2'); 
text(3,1.7,'., ... q2'); 
print figure2; 
· ... ·:·.· 
... ··.: ·: . ·:: ·: . 
.. 
. . . .. 
. . . . . ·. . . 
•. :.: .. •:: .. :·,..··· ._·:· .. :_ 
: . ·- ·'. 
. . . . . .': . ~ 
. . . . . 
figure(3); =· · 
plot (ts_count, ts_error1) i · .. . 
axis([O 8 -0.2 0.2]); . :· . . ... . 
ylabel ( 'The output tracking error of Joint .. L(rad) ") { 




... · .. 
. .. .. ·· 
. . . . . . : . . . . 
.. · .plot (ts_count, ts_error2); 
axis([O 8 -0.2 0.2)); 
ylabel('The output tracking.error ~f .. jai·~i .i· ... ~;.~d_)"'-·).i·:.:::· .. ·.;,-:. 
xlabel ( "Time t (s) ") ; · · · · · · ., . .. · ·. · · · ·. - · . 
print figure4; 
figure(S); 
plot (ts_count, ts_control_input1); 
axis([O 8 -so 50]); 
ylabel('The control input of joint 
xlabel("Time t (s)"); 
print figures; 
_:. ··:.:-:.. .. · 
... · ..... : 
. : . 
. ·. ·::·. ·.. ... . .... . : .. : ... : 
. ·. ·- .•. ::·:. 
. ·.-.- ·.. . . 
:· . 
·· .. : .· ·. 
.... · .· ·.: . . . .. 
1 (Nni):"}; .·-.·.·.:·: · .. ·.//i.:: . ."·.::.···.·:.:···:":· . .-.·.-.·.·.".··: ... ··,·-:.·::··\ .... :. 
... ·. ·.: · .. · ·:. . .... ,; 
. : . ·. · . ."·: .··: : : ; ... · .. ·. . -~.: .· . . ·: .. ·._ 
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